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Have we fallen into a mesmerized state that makes
us accept as inevitable that which is inferior
or detrimental, as though having lost the will
or the vision to demand that which is good?
— R ac h e l C a r s o n , S i l e n t S p r i n g (19 6 2)
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Introduction
“There is still very limited awareness of the nature of the threat.
This is an era of specialists, each of whom sees his own problem
and is unaware of or intolerant of the larger frame into which
it fits. It is also an era dominated by industry, in which the
right to make a dollar at whatever cost is seldom challenged.”
R ac h e l C a r s on, S i l e n t S pr i ng (19 62)
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The moments in my life that shatter my naive beliefs are
important turning points that stay with me forever.
One day walking down the halls with my third-grade class
in 1993, I got into an intense argument with my classmate
Chris about the existence of Santa Claus. This was not the
first time that I desperately tried to explain that the classic
children’s book The Polar Express proved everything because
if you stopped believing in Santa, you could no longer hear
the bell anymore. I also described the evidence consisting
of half-eaten cookies and carrots remaining on my family’s
fireplace Christmas morning after my brother, sister, and I
left them out as a snack for him and his reindeer the night
before. Chris was not convinced.
When I got home from school and complained to my mom
about my classmate’s ignorance about Santa, my mom picked
up on my deep level of frustration, felt bad that I was arguing
for a lie, and told me the truth: she and all the adults in my
life were in on the worldwide Santa scheme.
I remember that moment of truth in my parents’ seafoam
green bedroom so vividly because it felt like my entire reality had shattered and I didn’t know what was real anymore.
Despite being a relatively quiet and polite child, I rage-cried
at my mom. I felt embarrassed for defending Santa to my
peers and angry that such a large piece of what I “knew” to
be true in the world was a lie created by adults.
Although I eventually moved past my rage, Santa was my first
major reality check that things are not always what they seem
(or what parents, teachers, movies, and commercials tell you).
14
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Shattering My Environmental Law “Reality”

Much like learning about the Great Santa Lie as a third
grader, I will never forget my 2009 field trip to Baytown,
Texas, with the University of Texas School of Law in Austin’s Environmental Law Clinic where I first learned about
the realities of environmental injustice. I was so excited to
go on this field trip because after three years of studying
environmental law and policy, it was the first time I would
be doing “real” environmental attorney work.
It’s laughable now, but before this trip, I had many misconceptions about what being an environmental attorney would
be like. I actually thought the fossil fuel and chemical corporations would want to follow environmental laws, protect
their workers, and protect the surrounding communities
from pollution.
Instead, my professor drove me and the other clinic students
around Baytown and Houston so we could witness the miles
and miles of oil refineries and chemical manufacturing facilities. She introduced us to families who worked for a fossil
fuel company and were all sick with cancer, but stayed silent
because they were afraid to stand up to their employer and
lose their jobs. We met with air pollution activists fighting an
uphill battle to move an elementary school away from the oil
refineries. We covered our mouths and noses in response to
the putrid smells being pumped out of the countless smokestacks. I had a low-grade headache the entire trip.
I can still picture the endless smokestacks, flares, chemical
vats, and piles of industrial waste called “petro-coke” that
seemed to stretch out to the ends of the Earth. I remember
Introduction ·
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witnessing so many communities ravaged by both poverty
and pollution. The large-scale climate, energy, and environmental injustice on such a massive scale in Baytown and
Houston smacked me in the face. It awakened me to the
overwhelming devastation caused by the production and
consumption of fossil fuel energy and how wrong I was to
think any sustainable method existed in these activities. That
trip put me on my current path of adjusting my lifestyle and
work to learn and practice how our society can move forward
in more sustainable ways.
My sustainability-seeking path has been winding, jarring,
and full of job changes. I’ve had to grapple with the reality
that my career choice to work in environmental law-related
spaces signed me up for a much bigger assignment than I
could have ever imagined. I’ve struggled with what food to
eat, which beauty products to buy, and which substances
to clean my bathroom with given what I know about all
of the chemicals in our food, water, and everyday household products.
Although I have joined organizations and had many conversations with others who identify as environmentalists and
environmental justice organizers, I’ve often been alone on
this sustainability roller coaster and it is past time to bring
other people along for the ride. I’ve been mostly silent about
what I’ve witnessed and learned because I’ve been scared,
overwhelmed, and busy. I am also forced to stay silent about
pieces of my story because they happened while I was practicing law on behalf of a client. These lawyer confidentiality
rules will be in place for my entire life.
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This book is my attempt at breaking my silence (where I can)
to share the sustainability lessons I have learned. I want to
take my own sustainability advice and better communicate,
cooperate, and collaborate with others.

What Is Sustainability?

To answer this question, I did not consult with any other
sources besides my own brain, heart, gut, and soul. I know
corporations, governments, and environmentalists use many
definitions, but I am avoiding all of their language on the
topic because I have not seen them practice what I believe
to be sustainability.
Sustainability is the practice of working with the Earth’s
systems, physics, people, plants, animals, information, technology, and all other resources to support life on this Earth
for current and future generations of people, plants, animals,
and the Earth itself.

Information and Reports ≠ Sustainability

An abundance of information and reports indicate that
humanity and the Earth are suffering through a toxic and
dysfunctional relationship that is hundreds of years in the
making. Wildfires in the western United States destroy
homes, ancient trees, and countless animals at increasing levels of intensity every year. Sea level rise is predicted to engulf
coastal cities like Miami and New Orleans in the coming
decades. The global species extinction rate is at an all-time
high. In December 2021, a monster tornado surrounded by
smaller tornadoes tore through the middle of the US, killing
Introduction ·
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almost one hundred people while leaving homes and factories behind in the form of matchsticks.
A large number of people have been worried about environmental problems for decades, and that number of concerned
scientists, bureaucrats, and citizens is increasing by the day.
There has been an uptick in people, and youth in particular,
sounding the alarm of a global “climate emergency.” In a
2020 survey from the Pew Research Center, 60 percent of
Americans said global climate change is a major threat to
the country, up from 44 percent in 2009.
Unfortunately, after a city declares a climate emergency or a
state passes a new law requiring 100 percent “green” energy
by a certain date, no sustainable implementation plan or
adequate capacity (including funding) is in place to reach
these lofty goals.
Governments react to environmental disasters with BandAids that they could have prepared for and maybe even prevented years ago. For people who want to “do something”
about what is happening to the Earth and its people, the
inability to make change is devastating.
Everyday people are left to hope and pray that something will
be done, without any means of participating in the process
of changing themselves. It is insulting to be told to recycle
more, turn my lights off, bike in the winter, and spend money
I don’t have on an electric car as the only way to “do my part”
in making the Earth a “better” place when the actual solutions require systemic change on industrial scales outside of
any one person’s control.
18
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The current sustainability approaches are not true solutions for many reasons. Most so-called solutions still operate within the same frameworks that have not worked for
decades, beginning with the separation of humans from
nature followed by cutting up nature into its smaller parts
without considering the bigger picture.
It’s terrifying that the current solutions are being created and
led by the same companies and policymakers who have been
making this problem worse for decades. They continue to
distract us, scare us, and tell us we have no control over what
is happening. Most people absorb the message, feel powerless,
and check out.
Another problem with current attempts at sustainability is
that our society pushes technology-based solutions without
thorough consideration of what it will take to make the technology, how best to maintain it, and how to safely reuse or
dispose of the waste when it runs its course.
For example, as explained by Pratima Desai and Mai Nguyen
in their July 1, 2021 article for Reuters, we have seen a huge
increase in electric car production and use, but no one knows
how to obtain enough lithium, cobalt, and nickel from the
Earth to make all of the vehicles we want and need. The
batteries in electric cars are not designed to be recycled, and
although scientists are scrambling on how to change that, as
Ian Morse explains in his May 20, 2021 article in Science, no
sustainable solution exists.
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This is much like nuclear energy production, where despite
decades of research, there is no safe or permanent way to
dispose of nuclear waste.
It is also frustrating that corporations and governments keep
providing us consumers with “green,” “natural,” and “renewable” products that are less harsh on the Earth and human
bodies, but they are not sustainable on the necessary scale.
For a price, our current economic system provides many
options that attempt to simply replace inorganic, gas-guzzling, plastic items with organic, electric, “natural” ones. The
gas-powered car is now an electric car, regular milk is now
organic milk, and we replace our incandescent light bulbs
with LEDs.
The many problems with trying to bootstrap our way to sustainability include:
• Green products are expensive and harder to obtain than
conventional products, leading to the exclusion of too
many people to make a meaningful sustainability impact
at scale.
• Green products still take a lot of energy and resources
to create.
• Green disposal methods for the green product waste do
not exist at the scale needed to make a significant sustainability impact.
• Green products do not require major lifestyle changes,
which are necessary to bring about true sustainability.
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Because options for a “greener” lifestyle exist in the market,
our society creates a culture of shame around those who do
not or cannot participate, which leaves many people resentful
and behind. Many Americans cannot afford to purchase the
products labeled sustainable or organic. When people are
scrambling to survive and meet their basic needs, they do not
have the time or energy to consider how their actions impact
the Earth and are not able to think about or participate in
new ways of approaching sustainability.
Rather than shaming people for trying to survive, we must
meet them where they are and collaborate on attainable sustainability practices for everyone.

My Life Is Full of Sustainability Lessons

My life and what I’ve witnessed are proof that more effective
approaches to sustainability are not being considered in this
critical moment we are living in. Despite being warned by
multiple career counselors that I should not quit frustrating
jobs or have any gaps in my resume, I have rotated through
four professional environmental gigs after learning on the job
that they were hurting the Earth while hurting my mental
and physical health too.
Although my path has been challenging and many people
(including myself) have questioned my sanity, I’ve always
had a reason for changing jobs and my life is more sustainable for it.
I am a Texas-environmental-lawyer-turned-planner with
over fifteen years of experience studying and practicing
Introduction ·
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environmental law in the private, nonprofit, and government
sectors. I have worked for and negotiated with stakeholders
representing multiple sides of water, air, land, wildlife, waste,
and climate issues in New York, Texas, Virginia, Oregon,
Alaska, and the “US Migratory Flyway,” which encompasses
eight Midwestern states.
I also worked as a full-time grant writer for a Buffalo nonprofit attempting to do sustainability work. Unfortunately,
I quit that job in disgust and heartbreak after slowly discovering that it could not fully implement the sustainability
solutions it claimed to be an expert on while tensions around
grants and finances created a dysfunctional workplace.
Before entering the workforce, I studied all aspects of environmental science, policy, ethics, and management in college
and law school. As an undergraduate natural resources student at Cornell University, I did my best to learn everything
I could about how people manage and relate to the natural world. During my three years at the University of Texas
School of Law in Austin, I deeply studied administrative and
environmental law, which I still apply to all of my work today.
Understanding environmental issues and how the law intersects with them is necessary for us all to move forward in a
more sustainable way, but facing what has already happened
and future predictions is not for the faint of heart.
Many times, my grief and overwhelm around environmental
devastation and its effects on people and the Earth have been
so great that I’ve wanted to give up my career addressing
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environmental issues altogether and pursue my fantasy job
as a florist.
It’s been hard to be behind the scenes witnessing how much
time, money, and work it takes to implement our ineffective
and often violent approaches to using the Earth’s resources
for our own benefit, without consideration of the long-term
consequences.
Despite the challenges, I am still in the game as a full-time
planner. I am committed to sharing my experiences and
knowledge through this book because I know so much about
the causes, solutions, and psychology of environmental degradation, as well as potential ways to be more sustainable.
I cannot walk away from this crisis that we all face because I
know it so well. I’ve been silent about why I left my previous
positions only to get a new job in a similar field, but I’ve
always had a reason: I want to help us move forward into a
future that doesn’t kill us and the Earth. My previous jobs did
not allow me to do that in any meaningful way. Oftentimes,
I was doing the opposite.
My current silence is hurting me, my community, and
ultimately the Earth. While I’ve been learning about what
works and does not work regarding sustainability on the
job, I’ve also been making personal lifestyle changes that
help me stay healthier and that are in better alignment with
the Earth. Even if it’s hard, I’m not going to stop pursuing a
path of sustainability.
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Sustainability Themes

This moment in which we are all living on Earth is critical
because despite all the terrible news about environmental
degradation and climate catastrophe, all is not lost and it is
not too late. I see many opportunities to change our society’s
grim trajectory to something more resilient and regenerative,
but that requires us to stop what we are doing now, think
outside of our rushed, production-focused lifestyles, and find
more holistic ways to bring about sustainability.
As I reflect back on my life through the lens of what I’ve
learned from my environmental law-based education and
work experiences, I know I’ve learned an overall sustainability lesson: the solutions and practices that will bring about
healthy changes for people and the Earth focus on communication, cooperation, and collaboration with one another
and the Earth.
Communication: In order for people with different ideas,
interests, and backgrounds to effectively communicate with
one another, there must be a balance of talking and listening
between all involved. At the moment, everyone is talking over
and around each other, instead of with one another about
environmental degradation and sustainability. Thousands
of scientific studies, reports, and news articles are available
about what is happening to the Earth and how it impacts
humanity, but there is too little honest communication about
what practices have been effective, what has not worked, and
how to move forward.
When it comes to communication with the Earth, Western culture acts like it is impossible outside of the scientific
24
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process, but that is simply not true. Many Indigenous cultures have been communicating with the Earth for thousands of years and it is possible to learn incredible amounts
of information about what is happening to the plants, animals, water, and overall ecosystem of a place by being deeply
present and paying attention to how nature is responding in
that moment.
When I see the increase in flooding, hurricanes, and wildfires
each year, I grieve for the losses while receiving the message
that the Earth is out of alignment and desperately trying to
get back to a balanced state. As we recover, it is possible to
listen to these messages, change our actions, and watch how
the Earth responds.
Cooperation and collaboration: Cooperation and collaboration require mutual respect and understanding between all
parties and the ability to compromise individual interests for
the greater good. American society struggles here because it
glorifies competition, grooms its people to be individualists,
and encourages the formation of nuclear families to meet
human needs in isolation from one another. This is a setup
that prevents us from cooperating and collaborating toward
a healthy and sustainable future.
For example, there is so much money in the nonprofit sector
in and around climate change right now, but that also means
thousands of nonprofits are competing with one another for
that money instead of working together. If these organizations were set up to cooperate and not worry about where
their next grant will come from, they could all focus on
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actually addressing the cause of climate change (industrialization!) and building healthy communities instead.
Cooperation and collaboration with the Earth matters, too,
because we all do better when the Earth is healthy and supported, and we all do worse when she is not. An entire field
called “biomimicry” involves humans designing infrastructure, systems, and products that mimic how nature works in
order to be more sustainable and resilient, which Janine M.
Benyus describes in her incredible book published in 1997,
Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature. Unfortunately,
biomimicry has not been elevated to mainstream sustainability practices, I have not encountered it much during
my career, and it is not mentioned again in this book. Our
current environmental policies do not cooperate or collaborate with the Earth at our peril, but other approaches with
Indigenous roots have the potential to bring us closer to
sustainability.

Sustainability for All

This book is for people who recognize the global sustainability crisis, feel helpless, and want to have a better understanding of what is going on so they can show up in this moment.
Unfortunately, most people of all educational backgrounds
do not know how environmental laws work or impact their
lives, so they cannot offer ideas on how to improve our collective sustainability situation.
I will demystify how environmental laws work (and don’t
work) through the lessons I’ve learned as an environmental law firm lawyer, government agency lawyer, consultant,
26
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nonprofit staffer, and human trying to survive a global pandemic. I hope that by learning about our problematic environmental law and policy systems, more people will have
the tools to articulate the problems and advocate for meaningful change.
You’ll also learn about how I’ve incorporated sustainability
and resilience lessons into my daily living practices, which
has been a focus of my life after surviving the flu in January
2013. Spending a week being so sick that I could not look at
a screen or complete a thought while rolling around my bed
in a fever-induced haze completely changed who I am and
how I operate in the world.
I hope that sharing my personal journey and lifestyle changes
while exploring environmental law and policy will inspire
others who want to take small steps toward a more sustainable lifestyle, but don’t know where to start.
This book is also for people who, like me, earn a living as an
environmental professional, work in sustainability spaces,
and are looking for fresh perspectives and new approaches
to the work. Over the past twenty years, there has been an
uptick in companies creating a new C-level position called
the “chief sustainability officer,” which the website Career
Explorer defines as “someone who will analyze and predict
a company or institution’s future outlook, present stability,
and environmental impact.” Many governments at all levels
have been forming “Offices of Sustainability” to address the
same issues in a government setting.
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Chief sustainability officers and Offices of Sustainability
have existential roles to play in our society. This book offers
broader perspectives about what sustainability means, how
it shows up in everyday life, and how it can be fostered to
bring about a healthy and sustainable future.

Sustainability that Meets the Moment

My ideas on sustainability are not new. They are intended to
be in line with Indigenous ethics and practices, which have
been trampled on and attempted to be erased by industrialists and people who want to have power over Mother Earth
instead of collaborating with her. The purpose of this book
is to model sustainability practices by breaking my silence
after years of grinding in environmental law and policy jobs.
I want us all to pause and deeply think about what it will
take to make sustainability a reality in our currently unsustainable society.
Thank you for reading this book and choosing to join me
down this sustainability rabbit hole. I’ve been here a while
and I am so excited to communicate, cooperate, and collaborate with more people so we can stop competing, join forces
with one another and the Earth, practice resiliency, and move
toward a healthy and sustainable future together.
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CHAPTER 1

Childhood
“The Earth is not just the environment. The Earth is us. Everything depends on whether we have this insight or not.”
T h ic h N h at H a n h, L ov e L et t e r t o t h e E a rt h (2 013)
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The summer after fifth grade was the best summer of my life
because my family’s German Shepherd, Schatze (pronounced
“shot-zee,” which means “sweetheart” in German), had a litter
of six puppies and I helped raise them.
I have always been an animal lover. According to my mom’s
journal, my first prayer at age three consisted of “God bless
the birds. God bless the snakes. God bless the flowers. Amen.”
At-home puppies took my love and care of animals to a new
level.
When I found out that Schatze was having puppies, I jumped
for joy and threw myself into the process. Before she gave
birth, I helped my mom set up a “nursery” in the garage that
consisted of a large six-by-six-foot, open-top wooden box
lined with newspapers. I set up a cot next to the box and
slept there in case Schatze started going into labor overnight,
which ended up happening.
On that fateful June night, about a week into me sleeping on
a cot in the garage, I woke up to Schatze pacing around the
wooden box. I hopped off the cot, ran into the house, woke
up my mom, and witnessed six puppies being born over the
course of the next few hours. The birth was scary because
I had never seen anything like it, but it was also amazing.
For the next eight weeks, Schatze, my mom, and I devoted
ourselves to raising the puppies and finding them new homes.
To tell the puppies apart, I made each one its own collar out
of a particular color thread and wove all the colors together
into one big bracelet to place above Schatze’s enormous paw.
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Schatze took care of feeding and bathing the puppies, while
my mom and I made sure the wooden box stayed clean and
that the puppies had safe places to play and learn how to
be dogs. I remember feeling absolute bliss while reading a
book outside in a folding lawn chair with little furry lumps
dozing at my feet.
Witnessing and being involved in the full cycle of Schatze
going into heat, breeding with a male German Shepherd
(which is consequently how I first learned about the birds and
bees), giving birth, raising puppies, and then saying goodbye
to all but one showed me the beauty of the Earth’s cycles and
how humans and all other animals are connected to them.
I was thrilled to be an intimate part of the cycle of Schatze’s
puppies being born. Finding joy and meaning in my connection to all living things and the Earth itself has stayed
with me to this day.

Beginning in Eden

My sustainability journey starts with where and how I grew
up, in the small rural town of Eden, New York, located about
six miles from the shore of Lake Erie, fifteen miles south of
the city of Buffalo, and twenty miles south of Ontario, Canada, and Niagara Falls. Eden is an agriculturally focused
community that proudly hosts the Eden Corn Festival every
summer.
Growing up as an “outdoor kid” gave me many opportunities to experience the joys and intensity of nature and how
humans are a part of it.
Childhood ·
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I was born on April 26, 1985, which Encyclopædia Britannica
Online reports is the same day (not year!) as the ornithologist
and painter John James Audubon (1785) and the landscape
architect Frederick Law Olmsted (1822). Both lived centuries
ago, while their impact on how humans interact with the
natural world carries on through their creations to this day.
The longer I live, the more I believe that on a spiritual level
advocating for sustainability through my work and art is a
big reason I am living on Earth at this time.
I am the oldest child, followed by my brother, who was born a
little less than two years later, and then my sister, who arrived
four years after him. Our house in Eden was built on three
acres of land with an expansive open front yard and a forest
in the backyard. My driveway was as long as a football field
(one hundred yards), which made catching the bus a daily
adventure for my brother and me, especially in the winter.
Behind our property, there was what seemed to be endless
land, forests, a small pond with many frogs, and fields of
concord grapes grown for jelly. Our neighbor let us enjoy his
land anytime we wanted, and I have many fond memories
of taking walks “back to the grapes” or “back to the pond”
with my family and dogs.
Whenever I think back on what it was like growing up in
Eden, I mostly remember being outside in our yard and
driveway while organizing “activities” to do with my German
Shepherds. I enticed them with treats to jump over broomsticks propped up on boxes, hooked them up to a harness
while encouraging them to pull me down the driveway on
my rollerblades, and taught them to catch a frisbee mid-air.
32
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I also helped my brother build his fort in the woods in the
back, which was a multi-room structure with hidden exits
and scribbles of fighter jets on the walls. I loved exploring
the forested land in the back of our property during all four
seasons with my dogs, brother, and sister.
As I got older, my parents allowed me to take walks with my
dogs alone and a pre-cell phone emergency whistle around
my neck. I remember running through fields of grass with
my dogs and not knowing where I stopped and the Earth
began. Sometimes I would bring a journal with me, sit by
the pond, and write out my twelve-year-old thoughts while
enjoying the guttural sounds of the local bullfrogs.
My mom has always gardened, and I remember her expanding our gardens in Eden every summer. At one point, she
planted an edible garden in the far backyard with corn, tomatoes, beans, and raspberries bursting out from the ground
and becoming a monstrous entanglement of greenery, fruit,
insects, and soil.
I did not like gardening for many years, did not understand
why my mom gardened so much, and disliked having to pull
weeds as part of my chores. I remember vowing to her when I
was about ten that when I was an adult, I would “never have a
single plant.” Some vows are meant to be broken and I busted
through that one in my mid-twenties after taking vegetable
gardening and cooking classes at the Sustainable Food Center in Austin, Texas. I now have as many houseplants as my
cat allows and keep a small, raised bed herb and vegetable
garden in my backyard.
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While I was growing up, my mom was a public middle school
teacher, while my dad taught adaptive physical education
within a handful of public schools. In the summer, my mom
stayed home with me and my siblings while my dad continued his summer career as a New York State lifeguard at
Evangola State Park on Lake Erie, which is one of the Great
Lakes. He worked there every summer from age fifteen to
forty-two, and so for the first decade of my life, I spent many
hours playing on the beach while he managed lifeguards,
administered first aid, and watched swimmers from the lifeguard stand.
I loved hanging out with the lifeguards on break, playing in
the sand and water, and reading books on my beach towel.
The repetitive visits to one of the world’s largest sources of
freshwater is a blessing that bolstered my connection to the
Earth, water, and the Great Lakes in particular.
Most of my memories from Evangola State Park and Lake
Erie are happy and calm, except I remember days when my
dad would tell me and my brother to keep our heads out
of the water because of nearby sewer overflows. He would
blame Canada (way before the show South Park wrote a song
about it) for the pollution, but knowing the location, it makes
more sense that an American sewer system was the pollution
source.
I’m not sure why the adults thought it was alright for us to
put the rest of our bodies in the contaminated water, but
keeping my head above water because of Lake Erie sewage
spills is my first memory of changing my actions because
of pollution in my environment. As the remaining chapters
34
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show, my actions to avoid pollution in my environment have
only become more drastic over time.
In 1998, my family and I moved to the nearby town of Hamburg, New York. While Eden is a small rural town, Hamburg
has a larger population that is geared toward being a suburb
of Buffalo. The new house came with a lush backyard full
of trees and wildlife that we all fell in love with, but leaving
Eden behind was hard. We all felt the loss of saying goodbye
to the trees we played under, plants we ate, birds we fed, and
gardens that I thought I wouldn’t miss at all.
Spending so much time outdoors and immersed in the
nature of Eden for the first phase of my life was a foundational experience that has impacted my entire life’s path. It
was here that I learned by experiencing my first sustainability
lesson: I am, just like all other human beings, connected to
and a part of the Earth.

Sustainable Swimming

Like many children growing up in small-town America, my
nuclear family felt like my entire world, and I was entrenched
in my parents’ interests and lifestyle. In addition to my dad’s
day job as an adaptive physical education teacher, he was a
high school and youth club swim coach, which rubbed off
on me and my siblings by turning us into swimmers at an
early age. All three of us ended up swimming for the team he
coached. The Eden Dolphins Swim Club was an “age group”
US Swimming club where youth ages four to eighteen swam
against other clubs at the local, state, and national levels.
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Looking back, my experiences of learning how to swim
for sport on the Eden Dolphins Swim Club with my
dad as my coach taught me some of my earliest lessons
about sustainability.
My dad entered the swimming world as a club swimmer in
the late 1960s, where the culture praised those who could
grind out the most yardage (each length of a pool is twenty-five yards, so a swimming distance is called “yardage”)
without much emphasis on stroke technique. Swimmers at
this time would brag about how many hours they practiced
and yardage they swam, while the coaches would brag about
how many hours they put in coaching and how much yardage
they made their swimmers put in.
My dad always had a suspicion that the successful swimmers
shared a similar technique, but he couldn’t put his finger on
or describe the technique in words. He remembers watching
a beginner runner and noticing how their gate was disjointed,
awkward, and “all over the place,” while the Olympic runners would “just flow.” Olympic runners are obviously faster
than beginners, but when my dad looked at how they ran,
he realized they’re more efficient than they are fast. My dad
kept asking himself, How does the Olympic runner flow apply
to swimming?
My dad’s swim coaching career changed in the middle of a
Media Play store in 1993 when he discovered a book called
Total Immersion: The Revolutionary Way to Swim Better,
Faster, and Easier by Terry Laughlin. His discovery consequently taught me new ways to swim and lessons about
sustainability too.
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My dad loves being in and around water. On that summer
day, he wanted to go windsurfing on Lake Erie. The wind
wasn’t strong enough to windsurf yet, but the weather forecast predicted it was supposed to get stronger later.
While waiting for the wind to pick up, my dad browsed
Media Play’s book section on sports and pulled Total Immersion off the shelf. As he started reading, he couldn’t believe
the concepts that were hopping off the pages. This book put
his observations of swimming technique into words by focusing on physics, hydrodynamics, and how swimming like a
marine mammal is foundational to being a good and fast
swimmer.
My dad remembers that moment in Media Play with Total
Immersion in his hands as if it happened yesterday. When I
interviewed him about this experience, he explained, “I can
remember the rug, I can remember the bookshelves, and
everything sort of closing around me saying this is the truth.
This is true. What this man is saying is true.”
My dad was so inspired by Total Immersion that he wrote a
physical letter to the author, Terry Laughlin, saying that after
being a swim coach for twenty years, he admired what Terry
was doing and would like to know more about his approach
to coaching. In response, Terry invited him to a weekend
camp in his town of New Paltz, New York, so my dad could
observe his approach to coaching. Terry told him to bring
his suit so he could practice with the campers too.
My dad attended the workshop and Terry walked through
the entire Total Immersion swimming methodology in one
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weekend. For the next two summers, my dad, my brother,
and I attended Total Immersion swim camp so we also could
learn the techniques.
A few months later, while my dad was coaching his boys’
high school team during the Thanksgiving break, he got to
see the truth of Total Immersion play out in front of his eyes.
One of his past high school swimmers had returned from
college and needed a pool to practice in. My dad opened up
the pool to him and around ten of his teammates, who were
from Ireland and not traveling home for a long weekend.
Having an additional ten swimmers in a six-lane pool gets
crowded fast, so my dad gave them their own lanes on one
side of the pool, while his high school swimmers swam in
the remaining lanes on the other side.
As they all practiced, my dad remembers looking at the pool
and seeing the contrast of the swimmers who did not use
Total Immersion techniques (his high school swimmers) versus those who did (the college swimmers from Ireland). The
high school swimmers were trying to show off to the college
swimmers and beat them by working as hard as physically
possible with strong kicks and arm motions, while the college
swimmers practiced techniques to increase efficiency.
The high school side of the pool was full of splashing and
white water, while the college side didn’t have so much as a
ripple. The college swimmers swam twice as fast as the high
school swimmers without any stress or splashing, which was
exactly what Total Immersion says will happen.
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While my dad and a few of his coaching buddies got excited
about Total Immersion, most coaches were still of the old
school mega-yardage mentality as the only way to become
a great swimmer. Many coaches accused my dad of looking
for a shortcut, and he admitted he was, but not in a negative
way because it was for the purpose of coaching faster and
more efficient swimmers.
Many swimmers were skeptical, too, because they had been
successful by grinding out yardage and weren’t immediately
willing to change. Even if they thought the new approach
might work, both coaches and swimmers would tell my dad
they didn’t have time to do Total Immersion drills because in
order to win races, it was more important to swim as many
laps as possible during their limited practice time.
Eventually many of the skeptics admitted that there was
something to how my dad was coaching his swimmers.
During a swim club meet, one of his new swimmers who
learned to swim with Total Immersion techniques from the
start was swimming the 500 freestyle (twenty lengths of the
pool) against a more experienced long-distance swimmer.
By the end of the race, my dad’s swimmer lapped the more
experienced swimmer multiple times while taking smoother,
longer strokes. When the race was over, the other coach came
up to my dad and said, “You know, my kid just worked a
hundred times harder than your kid and your kid ended up
lapping mine.”
By seeing the winning results of this counterintuitive
technique, the skeptics began to understand what my
dad was doing and why. This phenomenon taught me the
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sustainability lesson that despite the haters, it is important
to let go of ineffective traditional practices that continue
“because that is what we have always done” and pivot to more
sustainable, effective practices as they emerge.
In 2013, twenty years after Terry Laughlin wrote and published Total Immersion, my dad came face to face with how
successful the book has been at changing the sustainability
culture and practices of competitive swimming. While sitting in a steamy natatorium (an indoor pool facility) outside
of Dallas, Texas, to watch my sister compete in the NCAA
swimming championship with her college team, he noticed
that more than half of the swimmers in the pool were doing
Total Immersion drills throughout their warmup to prepare
for their upcoming races.

Total Immersion Lessons

The reason Total Immersion matters so much for swimming
history and culture, as well as the entire coaching and athletic worlds, is that the ideas it brought forth were truly revolutionary at the time.
Before Total Immersion’s publication in 1996, the sport of
competitive swimming had not seen any major changes in
swimming form, technique, or approaches to practicing.
The philosophy had always been to swim as hard as you can
and as far as you can in practice so you can barrel through
the water and beat your opponents with brute strength and
endurance at the swim meet. I have always despised this
traditional way of training for any sport because in my
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experience, pushing myself through hard workouts hurt my
body and never helped me win races.
Total Immersion, on the other hand, flipped traditional swim
practices on their heads by focusing on technique and drills
over endurance and long workout sets. The goal of Total
Immersion is to be as efficient as possible and “swim like a
fish” by balancing your body and being streamlined in the
water. As my dad explains, it teaches that “you go farther and
faster underwater” and when you “lean on your lungs” as
you’re swimming, your legs will rise behind you. The swimmers who focused on their techniques and swimming more
like fish were also winning races and beating out those who
tried to win with yardage and brawn alone.
Even though Total Immersion is about swimming, it taught
me critical sustainability lessons at a young age that I still
apply to my life and work today. As my dad explains, by
incorporating Total Immersion into your swimming technique, “you’re honoring the density of water, you’re creating
less drag, and you’re being able to move efficiently forward
through the water. At the end of the day, it’s less effort, you
don’t get as tired, and you’re able to enjoy it more because
it’s not a struggle.”
Future chapters of this book present information on particular environmental laws, but because this chapter is about
my childhood, it’s too early for legal lessons. Instead, I am
going to teach you a few Total Immersion swimming pointers
that relate to the sustainability lesson that working with the
Earth fosters sustainability, while working against her makes
things more difficult and unsustainable. My hope is that you
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will incorporate some of these Total Immersion techniques
into how you swim and approach athletic training in general:
1. Respect the physics of water. My dad remembers Terry
pointing out that water is almost one thousand times
denser than air, so while engineers design cars using
physics to reduce drag and be more efficient and faster
in air, no one pays as much attention to the physics of our
bodies moving through the water and how to be more
efficient and therefore swim faster. When you move with
the density of water, you’re creating less drag and exerting
less effort. Because swimming is not a struggle, you don’t
get as tired and you’re able to enjoy it much more. “Happy
laps” is how Terry signed his books.
2. It’s better to work with nature and do our best to mimic
fish and marine mammals because they are the best
examples of how to be more efficient and powerful in
the water. For example, a dolphin doesn’t use its fins to
move its body through the water. Its body moves its fins
through the water instead. The fins are just stabilizers.
3. Use the power of your core rotating side-to-side (freestyle
and backstroke) or undulating up and down (butterfly
and breaststroke) to move your body through the water
instead of your shoulders pulling or your legs kicking.
Sharks and dolphins are sustainable swimmers and can
swim all day every day because whenever they swim,
they move their core to generate power rather than their
extremities.
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Leaving My Childhood Behind

Unlike quitting a job, which I will explore multiple times in
future chapters, my childhood ended due to the phenomena
of time and growing up. After I graduated from high school
in 2003, I transitioned into college life at Cornell University
in Ithaca, New York, which is a three-hour drive from Eden
and Hamburg. Unlike my siblings, I did not continue my
swimming “career” beyond high school because I did not
have the drive or time to compete at that level. Instead, I
focused on integrating into college life and finding my path,
which has ended up being drastically different from the one
full of bullfrog calls, forts, and natatoriums that I started
out with in Eden.
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CHAPTER 2

College
“A new type of thinking is essential if mankind is to survive and
move to higher levels. Often in evolutionary processes a species must adapt to new conditions in order to survive. Today
we must abandon competition and secure cooperation. This
must be the central face in all our considerations…otherwise
we face certain disaster.”
A l be rt E i n s t e i n (19 4 6)
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Cornell University’s US Navy Reserve Officer Training Corps
(NROTC) program was not a good college fit for an artistic
and nature-loving teenager like me, but I went along with
it to pay my tuition. I chose to major in biological sciences
because I love animals and wanted to work with living things,
but I did not have a specific occupation in mind.
When I accepted the NROTC/biological sciences combo offer
as the foundation for my college experience, I had no idea
that I was about to feel the pain of going along with major life
choices that I didn’t fully comprehend or know to object to.
The NROTC program at Cornell did not fit my personality or
life goals in any way. To avoid getting yelled at by an actual
US Marine Corps Gunnery Sergeant, I prioritized NROTC
tasks like ironing my uniform over college tasks like studying, which led to me failing many of my tests. Every Wednesday, NROTC “midshipmen” like me were required to wear a
khaki uniform all over campus, which I hated because I stuck
out in the crowd of tweed-and-North-Face-fleece-wearing
undergrads, so I would often skip my classes and hide in
my dorm room. I had to get up at 5 a.m. to practice marching around with a fake rifle to prepare for upcoming drill
competitions, while the rest of the college students living in
my dorm slept in. A few times I had to wake up for NROTC
drills before my roommate had even gone to sleep.
Being in NROTC led me to feeling depressed and isolated
from my “regular college” peers. The physical manifestation
of my anguish took the form of me throwing out my lower
back while doing massive amounts of sit-ups and push-ups
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for the physical fitness tests, which still causes me pain and
discomfort today.
While I was struggling to keep up with military life on an
Ivy League campus, I was also learning that the purpose
of Cornell’s biological sciences major was to prepare students for medical school, so most of my classmates were cutthroat overachievers with plans to get good grades now so
they could become doctors later. One of the worst features
of this major was that we were all graded on a curve, which
baked competition into the classroom culture.
Whenever a course is graded on a curve (which happens
sometimes in college and frequently in law school), only a
certain number of students can get A’s, most get B’s and C’s,
and a few will definitely get D’s. This means that if your classmate does well, you have a better chance of doing worse, so
you have no incentive to help them learn. I have never done
well with classes graded on a curve because it prevents me
from learning new information and it is counterintuitive to
my preference for collaborating and cooperating with others.
Looking back at my experiences struggling with NROTC
and biological sciences, I see that I learned an important sustainability lesson: the hard sciences, regimented approaches,
and competition-induced systems will never bring about sustainability, so we need to bring in the human elements and
cooperate with one another instead.
This lesson has continued to permeate throughout all my sustainability work over the past fifteen years. I see that the curve
continues to teach selfish behaviors to those professionals
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who have learned their trade under this grading method
and now exhibit uncooperative behavior in their work. This
is especially true with lawyers, who have almost all had to
survive the curve in law school. I also see environmental
professionals focused on the engineering aspects of a project
like how something can be built or the hard numbers (i.e.,
cost savings in dollar amounts or greenhouse gas emissions
reduction numbers) without thinking about the project’s
cumulative, long-term effects on the land, air, water, and
people who already live there.
If we continue to purposefully keep information from each
other to have a competitive edge in the market, we will never
be able to effectively deal with sustainability issues like climate change, nuclear waste disposal, and water pollution
across political borders. On the flip side, communicating,
collaborating, and cooperating with one another on these
issues allows us to join forces and create possibilities that we
could never dream of achieving in isolation.

Finding Natural Resources

I quit NROTC after one semester and spent the next semester
surveying courses in different majors including sociology,
international and rural development, and natural resources.
My favorite class during this exploratory time ended up being
a fascinating introductory natural resources class, which
highlighted various ecological issues in the context of how
humans deal with them and inevitably make them worse.
For example, we learned about the cane toad, which the government introduced in Australia in an attempt to reduce
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insect pests for sugar cane farmers, but the toads ended up
having no natural predators in their new home, multiplied
like crazy, did not eat the problematic insects, and caused all
kinds of problems on roadways and in people’s yards. This
class piqued my interest enough to change my major to natural resources, and I stuck with it through graduation in 2007.
The natural resources courses I took over the next three years
provided the foundation for my work as an environmental lawyer, consultant, grant writer, planner, and author of
this book.
Today, the full name of Cornell’s natural resources department is “Natural Resources and the Environment” with the
following vision displayed on its website: “The Department
of Natural Resources and the Environment is a world leader
in scholarship addressing social and ecological dimensions of natural resources and the environment to improve
environmental sustainability, promote the well-being of
communities, and ensure access to sustainable energy and
environmental resources.”
I am so grateful that I decided to study this field because
the mix of ecological sciences, field biology, environmental
ethics, environmental management, and environmental governance opened my mind to the wonders of nature, the problematic ways people interfere with its natural processes, and
the role people can play to improve our collective situation.
I have a soft spot for my natural resources field biology class,
which required me to identify and memorize the scientific
names of the most common trees, mammals, fish, birds, and
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amphibians native to New York State. Coincidentally, I took
this class around the same time that I started drinking alcohol. I remember walking home from parties while drunkenly
proclaiming the common and scientific names of each tree I
passed by so my friends could get in on the knowledge, too.
My passion for sharing trees with others has stuck with me,
which is reflected in my leaf drawings at the start of each
chapter.
Making the decision to quit and pivot after beginning my
“career” under the stress of surviving a military program
while studying biological sciences as a college freshman
taught me the sustainability lesson that it’s okay and healthy
to admit something isn’t working, quit, and seek out a new
path or approach that is more sustainable. By taking the time
to explore classes in different majors and decide on one that
truly resonated with me and my path, I was able to make an
informed decision about what would be the best for me in
the long term.
Now that I am fifteen years into studying and working on
environmental issues, I am grateful to my eighteen-year-old
self for listening to my emotions, body, and grades to make
the courageous choice to chart a new course that is more
aligned with who I am. As the following chapters show, in
both my personal and professional life, I come back to this
lesson time and time again.

Finding Environmental Law

I made the decision to become an environmental lawyer
while I was a junior at Cornell. After recovering from my
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traumatic college beginnings, I was loving my classes, making the Dean’s List, and feeling like I had finally found my
groove. In my first intentional life move toward working
on sustainability, I focused my natural resources studies on
policy and management as opposed to the scientific research
track because I wanted to work on addressing environmental
issues rather than measuring them.
One sign that I had found the right major is that when it
came time to sign up for courses for the next semester, I was
overwhelmed with choices and did not have enough time to
take all that I was interested in. Some of the natural resources
courses that I ended up studying had names like Ecological
Management of Water Resources, Environmental Conservation, and People, Values, and Natural Resources.
People, Values, and Natural Resources blew my mind because
we studied the differences between how people and groups
have valued and related to nature over time. After loving
that course, I took additional environmental ethics courses
all the way through my last semester when I wrote my senior
research paper on the ethics of bullfighting.
Learning about environmental ethics has helped me throughout my career because whenever I am starting a new project, I intentionally listen to every stakeholder, discover their
environmental ethic, determine whether they align with the
ethics of the other stakeholders, and then decide on the range
of possible ways to move forward.
Even though all my natural resources courses helped me
learn about sustainability and environmental issues, Natural
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Resources 430: Environmental Policy Processes is my most
direct inspiration to becoming an environmental lawyer and
continue working in sustainability realms today. Natural
Resources 430 is a unique undergraduate course that includes
a ten-day field trip to Washington, DC, while living in the
Cornell dorms located on Dupont Circle. The purpose of the
extended field trip is to learn directly from federal policymakers, lobbyists, lawyers, and other stakeholders who have
a career in and around environmental policy.
While in DC, each student works on an individual research
project about a chosen environmental policy topic by conducting first-person interviews with DC policymakers, which
the student schedules a month before arriving. I remember feeling terrified to call up policymakers and ask for an
interview about my college research project because I did
not believe that anyone wanted to talk to inexperienced,
twenty-year-old me, but they did. I filled up my calendar
with interview appointments in happy surprise. As a side
note, this is the moment I learned a big life lesson that I still
remind myself of today: people love to talk about themselves.
For my individual research project, I explored how the
fossil fuel industry used the natural disaster of Hurricane
Katrina to try to pass legislation to relax what they believed
to be elaborate, costly environmental law requirements on
oil refineries. The bill that I focused on was the Gasoline
for America’s Security Act (GAS Act), proposed to the US
Congress by Senator Joe Barton of Texas in 2005, just weeks
after Hurricane Katrina decimated the Gulf Coast and New
Orleans in particular.
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Fossil fuel interests created and supported the GAS Act in
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina because after the storm, a
significant portion of the world’s oil refinery capacity, which
is concentrated along the Gulf Coast, remained offline for
repairs. The purpose of the GAS Act was to make it easier
and less expensive to expand oil refining capacity across the
United States so a break in services in one place like the Gulf
Coast could be covered by newly built oil refineries in another
area of the country.
The written purpose of the GAS Act is to “set forth a statutory
framework in the wake of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita to:
1. increase refinery capacity for gasoline, heating oil, diesel
fuel, and jet fuel;
2. reduce environmental and other regulations affecting
refineries under the Clean Air Act; and
3. coordinate permitting requirements and other regulations affecting refineries at the federal, state, and local
levels.”
I interpret the written purpose of the GAS Act to mean that
Senator Joe Barton and fossil fuel interests wanted more oil
refineries built in more places around the country and to
expand existing refineries, which would process more fossil
fuel products in a shorter amount of time.
It takes time and money to comply with environmental regulations, so a classic US environmental law complaint from
conservative policymakers and lobbyists is that the laws and
regulations meant to protect the environment are bad for
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business because the processes are slow, inefficient, and too
complex to navigate. The GAS Act attempted to make the
situation “better” by allowing the expansion of oil refinery
facilities without so many costly and time-consuming steps.
I conducted multiple interviews with stakeholders about
the GAS Act while in DC, including one with a member of
Senator Joe Barton’s staff and a scientist with the Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC). My interviewees had so
much more experience, power, and knowledge than twentyyear-old me, yet they took me seriously and explained their
perspectives as though I were a peer. I remember feeling
intimidated by the entire research project and class itself,
but I showed up anyway, asked questions, and got answers.
Even though I knew they did not agree with one another
from the start, I was struck by the huge chasm between the
stakeholders’ differing points of view and how convinced
each of them was that they were right while the other was
wrong. Were they even talking about the same bill? Senator
Barton’s staffer made it sound like the GAS Act would save
the US from impending national security doom brought on
by too many environmental rules, while the NRDC staffer
believed the GAS Act would accelerate the environmental
doom we were all headed toward already.
In the time since the GAS Act legislation failed, many
changes have been made to the rules and regulations that
affect oil refineries from agencies like the US Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA), but no energy-related bills that
support fossil fuel production have passed into law. The only
energy-related bill that has passed into law since the GAS
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Act proposal is the Energy Independence and Security Act
of 2007. The purpose of that law is to expand the production
of renewable energy sources while increasing the energy efficiency of products and infrastructure.
My experience conducting first-person research in DC
became a priceless introduction to the much deeper world
of environmental law, policy, and politics that I carry with
me to this day. It was the first time that I directly interacted
with stakeholders representing opposing viewpoints within
the same environmental issue. My still-fresh environmental
ethics training kicked into action as I implemented the sustainability lesson that when dealing with difficult situations
where people disagree, it is important to start by listening
to each person describe their point of view to understand
the deep and wide chasm between them. In my work today,
showing up with the curiosity of a college student who wants
to listen and understand what each person believes is my first
step in finding a path forward.

Finding Earthjustice

In addition to our independent research project, my professor
and her staff organized field trips and panels about natural
resources policy for us to attend and participate in while
living in DC. As fate would have it, there was a four-person
panel of environmental lawyers one evening and I remember
being immediately fascinated by the work of a lawyer who
worked for the nonprofit Earthjustice.
The mission of Earthjustice, found on its website, is to “wield
the power of law and the strength of partnership to protect
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people’s health, to preserve magnificent places and wildlife,
to advance clean energy, and to combat climate change.”
I remember listening to the Earthjustice lawyer, Tim, on that
panel and being struck by his ability to leverage his work and
career to protect the Earth. He explained how Earthjustice
lawyers use environmental laws to hold fossil fuel and other
industrial interests accountable to the mess they continue
to make.
After the panel was over, I introduced myself to Tim, nervously gave him my “business” card that I had self-printed
from an Office Max kit, told him that his talk gave me more
reasons to become an environmental lawyer, and asked if
I could continue to email him for advice. He agreed, and
we emailed back and forth during the years I was applying
to and attending law school. I even clerked for the Earthjustice Juneau office in 2010, four years after this encounter. Although we did lose touch over time, the guidance I
received in that moment helped me immensely when I was
just starting out on this journey, and I am forever grateful
for crossing paths with him.

(Almost) Time to Become a Lawyer

Even though I graduated from college in 2007 with concrete
plans to become an environmental lawyer, I did not attend
law school until the following year because it took time to
study for the Law School Admissions Test, get through the
application process, and make a plan. I knew I would be
going to law school the following year, but I didn’t know
where. Rather than start a job that I would soon have to quit,
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I pursued a year-long AmeriCorps program, which I explain
further in Chapter 4.
Before I get into my experiences in law school, however, the
next chapter provides critical baseline knowledge about environmental law. In order to understand what I had been experiencing and struggling with in law school and the future
jobs discussed in this book, I recommend taking the time to
understand Chapter 3’s information about the US environmental law system first. This sequence of learning follows my
path because I took two undergraduate environmental law
courses years before I ever applied to law school.
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CHAPTER 3

Environmental Law 101
“Over just the last few decades, industry has jumped from a
white belt to a black belt in Earth-destroying capability, but
the law has not changed. Despite entrenched presumptions
that environmental law remains effective, the proof lies in
the health of the ecosystems themselves. Society now violates
Nature’s laws not only at the level of species and individual
ecosystems but also at the level of atmospheric function, ocean
health, and biodiversity—a truly global level.”
M a ry C . Wo od, Nat u r e’s T ru st : E n v i ro n m e n ta l
L aw f or a N ew E c ol o g ic a l Ag e (2 01 4)
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People thank me when they find out I’m an environmental
lawyer. They assume I’m fighting to protect the Earth.
They couldn’t be more wrong.
To be fair, this is a common misperception about environmental law. Few people, including my past self who devoted
years of study and took out significant student loans to
become an environmental lawyer, understand what the job
actually entails.
It took years of real-world practice before I accepted that my
vision of a superhero lawyer using the law to fight pollution
and save animals is a myth. One purpose of this book is to
demonstrate my hard-earned sustainability lesson that the
US environmental law system will never save the Earth (or us)
because it is unsustainable at its root. It is necessary to have
a basic understanding of how this destructive system operates so we can imagine and implement new ways to build a
better future. If we continue to pretend that the current environmental laws are protecting the Earth and not corporate
profits, jobs, and those with power, we will continue down
our current path of unsustainable pollution and destruction.
This chapter is different from the others in this book because
it provides a high-level understanding of the entire realm of
environmental law, which sets you up to understand the legal
memos that begin the remaining chapters and summarize
individual environmental laws. Daniel Farber’s Environmental Law in a Nutshell 10th Edition supports the statements I
make about environmental law history and structure in this
chapter at the time of this writing, but the way I explain it
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comes from my own knowledge and experience that I have
acquired over time.
I am excited to guide you through this strange and dense
legal forest.
In order to illustrate the overall concepts and issues of US
environmental law, I am going to talk about them in the
context of the Genesee River. The Genesee River is a powerful freshwater river that flows south to north starting in
the hills of Northern Pennsylvania, through New York State,
and into Lake Ontario of the Great Lakes. The five Great
Lakes make up one of the largest freshwater systems in the
world and share a border with Canada. The water in Lake
Ontario flows into the St. Lawrence Seaway, which flows into
the Atlantic Ocean. Local, state, provincial, US federal, and
Canadian laws impact people’s actions and relationships to
the Genesee River along her entire length.
Let’s dive in.

Environmental Law’s Overall Categories

Environmental law is the legal practice area that is most
directly tied to sustainability. It involves the intersection of
many different laws, actions, government agencies, local governments, species, habitats, and everyday citizens.
Environmental law encompasses two overarching topic areas.
“Natural resources law” deals with how people, companies,
and governments manage, extract, and/or protect the Earth’s
resources, such as fisheries, forests, and wetlands. Along the
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length of the Genesee River, natural resources law shows
up in the form of designated public forests, dams built to
control flooding, and the list of species that call the Genesee
River home.
“Pollution law” is the other environmental law category that
focuses on curbing and permitting air, water, and land pollution. Pollution law also impacts the Genesee River because
any entity that discharges a pollutant, stormwater runoff, hot
water used to cool a power plant, and more must get a permit
from the appropriate local, state, or federal environmental
agency. Some issues, like climate change, do not fit in either
environmental law category and are addressed by both.
Environmental law is also tied to “natural law,” which drives
the Earth’s natural processes and how humans interact with
them. It is important to recognize that the physical and
biological realities that many of us learned about in high
school science classes influence all environmental law issues,
although the courts and legal documents rarely acknowledge
this.
The Earth does not comply with or care about human needs
or desires. As the Haudenosaunee Faithkeeper Oren Lyons
explains in his October 2004 lecture, “You can’t negotiate
with a beetle,” nature responds in her own way, no matter
what people do or do not do. Environmental laws that do not
consider or respect the laws of physics, biology, chemistry,
and ecology will fail over time.
As an example of how natural law has the final say over other
facets of environmental law, residents along the Genesee
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River experience frequent flooding events that ruin their
homes and erode (i.e., wash away) large chunks of land
adjacent to the riverbank. Although property and natural
resources law allow them to live in the floodplain that has
been delineated on an official Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA, pronounced “fee-mah”) map, when
there are heavy rains, the water rises and floods them out.

Brief History of Environmental Law

Many US environmental laws that are on the books today
got their start in the 1960s and 1970s, which means they are
all about fifty years old and incredibly young in the context
of the history of the United States, human beings, and the
natural processes that have evolved over millennia.
Before environmental law’s period of rapid growth in the
1960s and 1970s, environmental law did not have explicit statutes, so issues dealing with land and pollution were handled
within the legal field of property law. “Property law” involves
all the rights of a property owner and what happens when
another person, neighboring property owner, or the government infringes on those rights.
Early environmental cases would often involve “nuisance”
claims under property law, where the neighbor of a factory
spewing out smelly, poisonous fumes would file a nuisance
claim against the factory owner, claiming the factory is a
“nuisance” infringing on their property rights. Pre-1970s
environmental law also showed up in the form of the public
trust doctrine, which I explore in Chapter 6.
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The modern US environmental laws got their start during a
time of societal upheaval and citizen activism in the United
States. The movements for civil rights, students, women, antiwar, gay rights, and the environment all grew alongside one
another, which created new culture, laws, and policies.
While protests demanding peace and equity raged, stories
of widespread environmental harm were making the news.
American citizens witnessed visible instances of pollution
and environmental degradation in their communities, which
inspired them to demand change. Rivers covered in oil slicks
caught on fire, neighborhoods like the Love Canal community in Niagara Falls living on top of hazardous waste
experienced higher-than-average cancer and mortality rates,
wildlife died from the widespread use of toxic agricultural
pesticides, and more.
In 1962, Rachel Carson published Silent Spring, which documented the environmental and public health harm caused
by the widespread application of pesticides across farm
fields and American lawns, as well as the chemical industry’s spread of misinformation so they could keep selling
their deadly products. Through Silent Spring, Rachel Carson
explained to middle-class, book-reading Americans that the
chemical industry was poisoning the Earth, animals, and
human beings. She explained to people that our bodies are
not walled off from the outside world, so we absorb and get
sick from the same chemicals and poisons that hurt animals
and plants.
Silent Spring combined with visible incidences of pollution
raised the consciousness of the American public. For the
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first time, many Americans were able to understand and
internalize that the United States faces an environmental
crisis, which is ultimately a public health crisis too.
As explained by Matthew Green in his 2022 article “When
Rivers Caught Fire: A Brief History of Earth Day,” in response
to all these material and cultural factors influencing one
another at the same time, politicians and union organizers
saw the societal unrest around the environment, the war,
and Civil Rights as the moment to run a large-scale environmental campaign. They organized a national environmental
“teach-in” to take place on April 22, 1970, and regional organizers engaged people in different places across the country.
Their efforts were successful, and on the first Earth Day, over
twenty million people across the United States took to the
streets in protest of pollution and celebration of the natural
world.
This large-scale Earth Day protest got the attention of more
members of Congress and President Nixon, who began passing multiple pieces of national environmental legislation that
started in the late 1960s and continued into the early 1980s.
Although this is an example of people power bringing about
so-called “progressive” legislation, I look around today and
see so many large-scale pollution, environmental degradation, and public health issues remaining. The US environmental laws created in the 1960s have not addressed what
motivated the original Earth Day organizers and protestors
to hit the streets in the first place.
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Environmental Law Today: Administrative Law

As explained above, between 1969 and 1980, the United
States passed a flurry of eighteen environmental laws under
an “administrative law” framework dictated by the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946, which set procedures for all
of President Roosevelt’s New Deal-related laws that started
in the 1930s and still applies today. The Administrative Procedure Act governs how all federal agencies, rules, and regulations are created, implemented, challenged, and changed.
Understanding how administrative law works is an important foundational concept for understanding how the US
government works in many areas of our lives.
For the Genesee River, administrative law dictates many
things, including what water quality levels are safe to swim
in, how close a house can be built to the riverbank, and how
many fish a person (with a fishing permit from the New York
Department of Environmental Conservation) is allowed to
catch and then take home to eat.
Administrative law begins with what American children are
taught in elementary school: the United States government
has three branches (judicial, legislative, and executive) that
have different powers in order to “check” and “balance” each
other out.
What children (who grow up to be adults) don’t typically
learn is that the executive branch is much more than just the
president. The executive branch is also made up of government agencies such as the Federal Aviation Administration,
USEPA, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
and the Federal Highway Administration. Federal agencies
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operate to serve an overarching mission, and they further
that mission by interpreting the laws passed by Congress
(the legislative branch) that give them the authority to make
their own rules and regulations, which have the “force and
effect” of law.
The processes that give executive agencies the power to interpret the laws passed by Congress, make rules and programs,
enforce those rules, run those programs, and issue permits
is what administrative law is all about. Administrative law
creates a ton of government policy, and it all happens outside
of elections, Congress, and the “how a bill becomes a law”
process that many Americans still believe is the only way to
create laws and policy changes.
For example, Congress passed the original version of the
Clean Air Act in 1963 (legislative branch) and then made
major changes to it in 1970, 1977, and 1990. But other than
that, all the Clean Air Act rules and policies that power plants,
car manufacturers, and other sources of air pollution must
follow have been created and enforced by the USEPA (executive branch), with a check by the courts (judicial branch)
whenever they decide a case that applies the Clean Air Act
to a set of facts.
Administrative law has a deep, but mostly invisible, impact
on the three-party system of the United States government
because Congress (the legislative branch) is giving away its
power to government agencies (the executive branch), and
this increases the power of the president and the agencies
they control while taking power away from the legislature.
Although each government agency must follow the purpose
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of the law they are charged with interpreting, the president,
as the head of the executive branch, appoints the heads of
the agencies and has the ability to sign Executive Orders that
direct the agencies to do certain activities and meet specific
objectives. Therefore, the president and the agency leaders
he appoints have significant influence on what actions each
agency takes during their four- or eight-year terms.

Environmental Law Today: The Judicial Branch

In addition to the laws, rules, and regulations created by
the legislative and executive branches, the judicial branch
has a major role in environmental law because it decides
environmental law cases and establishes environmental law
“precedent.” The Cornell Legal Information Institute defines
precedent as “a court decision that is considered as authority
for deciding subsequent cases involving identical or similar
facts, or similar legal issues… [and] requires courts to apply
the law in the same manner to cases with the same facts.”
Whenever someone brings an environmental lawsuit, the
judge (or panel of judges) applies the relevant law to the
particular set of facts, considers the established rules and
precedent that already exists for that court to follow, makes
a decision, and issues a written “legal opinion” that explains
how they made the decision. This entire process continues
adding and changing environmental law precedent over time.
Another important question involving the judicial branch
is who can sue whom under environmental laws? Most federal environmental laws and the Administrative Procedure
Act have “citizen suit provisions” that allow US citizens and
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state governments to sue individuals, companies, and federal
agencies for violating the law. In order to do that, the person
bringing the lawsuit must establish they have “standing” to
sue first.
The US Supreme Court has established three requirements to
establish standing in an environmental lawsuit: the potential
plaintiff must show that (1) they experienced an actual injury,
(2) the injury was caused by the activity that is the subject of
the lawsuit, and (3) that the injury would likely be redressed
if the activity stopped.
Standing requirements discourage and outright prevent
many people from bringing environmental lawsuits. To use
the Genesee River as a hypothetical, imagine that a man
named Joshua owns land and a house next to the Genesee
River, and he walks to the river’s edge one morning and
notices dead fish floating down the river. He can identify
the species and knows that this fish is protected under the
Endangered Species Act and it is illegal to harm them.
Joshua wants to sue the upstream chemical company for
releasing chemicals into the water and killing the fish without
a permit in violation of the Clean Water Act and Endangered
Species Act, but to do that, he must demonstrate that he himself suffered an injury, not just the fish. It is possible to argue
that as a property owner of land next to the Genesee River,
he suffered an aesthetic or emotional injury by witnessing
dead fish floating past his property, but that is most likely not
enough to establish Joshua’s standing to bring the lawsuit.
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Standing issues are why many environmental lawsuits
remain in the fantasy planning stages and never see an
actual courtroom.

Environmental Law Today: Federalism

A big issue in US environmental law is federalism: the tension
between what the federal government has authority to do and
what each of the fifty state governments have authority to do.
The federal government gets much of its authority to pass
and implement environmental laws through the commerce
clause (Article One, Section Eight, Clause Three) of the US
Constitution, while the Tenth Amendment of the US Constitution states that “the powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”
For example, although the federal government has never
passed a climate change law, twenty-four states and the
District of Columbia all have greenhouse gas emissions targets, and New York State has passed the Climate Leadership
and Community Protection Act, which we will explore in
Chapter 8.
Federalism issues show up a lot in water-related law because
rivers, lakes, and coasts do not obey political borders. The situation gets dicey when a river originates in one state and then
flows through another. For example, the Genesee River originates in Pennsylvania and crosses over into New York State.
Because the river is flowing across state borders and therefore connected to commerce, it is categorized as a federal
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waterbody regulated by the USEPA and the US Army Corps
of Engineers. The Corps has authority under the Clean Water
Act to regulate all of the dams, flood control projects, and
issue permits to dredge (i.e., dig up) or fill the Genesee River.
A related issue that has ameliorated some of the tension
between state and federal environmental governance is cooperative federalism, which is the environmental law concept
where states create their own environmental programs that
are as strict as (or stricter than) federal programs under environmental laws like the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act.
Many environmental laws allow state agencies to run the programs instead of the federal agencies. For example, despite
being a federal waterbody, pollution sources and conservation programs along the Genesee River are managed by two
state government agencies with USEPA oversight: the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Conservation and
the New York Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYDEC).

Environmental Law Today: Silos

An important and deeply problematic feature of US environmental law is that each law is focused on one particular category of nature to regulate and manage, while in reality, the
natural world is one big ecosystem that is influenced by all
of its moving parts. By placing the categories of nature into
separate silos of water, air, climate, rare species, bird species,
forests, coasts, and more, no one is seeing the big picture or
addressing environmental problems in a holistic way.
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Because environmental law is structured in silos, it follows
that environmental lawyers learn and practice in silos too.
Environmental lawyers typically practice in only a few areas,
so they turn into air lawyers, water lawyers, hazardous waste
lawyers, land use lawyers, or, as I describe in Chapter 5, federal wildlife law lawyers.

Exploring the Details

There is no way that the depth and nuances of the US environmental law system can be explained in one book, let alone
one chapter, but that does not mean this area of law can be
ignored or left to the professionals. All people who are concerned with the unhealthy state of the Earth and its impact
on all the living things, which includes us, need to have a
grasp on how the system is set up and failing us all.
Now that this chapter has laid out an overall foundation of
environmental law history, frameworks, and concepts, it’s
time to get into the details of the individual environmental
laws that have impacted my work. The next five chapters
begin with a summary of a specific environmental law that I
practiced on the job, followed by stories of my personal experiences and the sustainability lessons that I learned during
that particular season of my career.
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CHAPTER 4

Law School
“There’s no such thing as neutral education. Education
either functions as an instrument to bring about conformity
or freedom.”
Pau l o F r e i r e , Pe dag o gy of t h e Oppr e s s e d (1970)
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The Clean Air Act (CAA) is the first environmental law that
I ever practiced for actual clients at the University of Texas
School of Law’s Environmental Law Clinic. It is also the most
common federal law used to address climate change in the
United States. Although skipping the legal summaries at
the start of the remaining chapters won’t change this story,
digging into the chaos and learning about particular US
environmental laws along the way will deepen your understanding of this body of law and why I want it to be different.

Getting to Know the Clean Air Act
Law: Clean Air Act (CAA)

Dates Established/Revised: Congress established the basic
structure of the CAA in 1970 and made major revisions to
it in 1977 and 1990.
Major Players: The USEPA is the main federal agency with
the power to carry out the CAA. State environmental agencies also play a role in carrying out the law under the supervision of the USEPA. For example, in New York, the NYDEC
administers New York’s CAA program, while in Texas, the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”)
does this work.
Purpose: The purpose of the CAA is to protect public health
and welfare from different types of air pollution caused by
a diverse array of pollution sources, including power plants,
vehicles, and factories. Despite this law being established
before widespread concern about climate change, USEPA
and various state environmental agencies now use the CAA
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to regulate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and try to curb
the impacts of climate change.
Major Features: The CAA contains different regulations
and programs to address different types of air pollution
sources and issues, which are all described in greater detail
in USEPA websites:
• Reduction of Common Air Pollutants. USEPA sets and
revises national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS,
pronounced “nacks”) for six air pollutants, known as criteria pollutants, that are known to endanger the public
health and welfare. States must adopt enforceable plans
and emissions permit programs to meet the NAAQS
within their borders. States must ensure that emissions
in their state are not harming the air quality of downwind states. The six criteria pollutants currently regulated
under the CAA are:
– Sulfur dioxide. Occurs in the atmosphere from
burning fossil fuels by power plants and other industrial facilities, industrial processes, volcanoes, trains,
and ships.
– Carbon monoxide. A colorless, odorless gas that
is released when something is burned. The greatest
sources of carbon monoxide that impact outdoor air
quality are gasoline-fueled cars, trucks, and other
vehicles that burn fossil fuels.
– Particulate matter. Includes fine dust, soot, smoke,
and droplets from chemical reactions when fuels
such as coal, wood, or oil are burned.
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– Nitrogen dioxide. A highly reactive gas that gets into
the air from the burning of fuel to power cars, trucks,
buses, power plants, and off-road equipment.
– Ground-level ozone. The primary component of
smog. Forms from the chemicals released by cars
burning gasoline and industrial facilities burning
fuels such as gasoline, coal, or oil.
– Lead. Airborne lead comes from ore and metals processing, piston-engine aircraft operating on leaded
aviation fuel, waste incinerators, utilities, and leadacid battery manufacturers.
• Regulation of Vehicle Emissions. USEPA issues rules to
reduce pollution from vehicle exhaust, refueling emissions, and evaporating gasoline. USEPA requires manufacturers to build cleaner engines and fuel companies to
produce cleaner fuels.
• Reduction of Hazardous Air Pollutants. Hazardous air
pollutants are known or suspected to cause cancer and
other serious health effects. USEPA maintains a list of
188 (as of January 2022) hazardous air pollutants and
reduces emissions by regulating industrial sources, reducing emissions from vehicles through stricter emissions
standards, and requiring cleaner burning gasoline.
• Stratospheric Ozone Protection. Congress amended the
CAA in 1990 by adding a new section to protect the ozone
layer and managing ozone-depleting substances (ODSs)
in the United States. ODSs include various chemicals
used in refrigeration and cooling equipment. USEPA
operates several programs to phase out ODSs based on
each substances’ level of ozone depletion potential.
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Notes:
• California is the only state allowed to waive out of the
federal CAA program to create its own set of USEPA-approved vehicle emissions standards, which are more
stringent than what the CAA requires. Other states
are allowed to adopt the California CAA program. As
explained by David Shepardson in his December 21, 2021
article for Reuters, although the Trump Administration
attempted to reverse this rule in 2019, the Biden administration reinstated California’s ability to set its own vehicle
emissions standards in April 2021.
• Many CAA programs require companies with a CAA
permit to self-report their emissions, but there is often
a lack of capacity to go through those reports and then
bring enforcement actions against the polluter. When I
was in the environmental law clinic in law school, one of
my jobs was to go to the TCEQ file room, comb through
emissions data still being stored on micro-fiche, and then
locate reports showing companies that had violated their
emissions caps. The clinic would use that information
to bring CAA enforcement actions against companies
on behalf of its clients. It should not take a law student
combing through file room records to bring CAA violations against large companies.
• The CAA was not created to address climate change, but
because there is no other federal law to address it, USEPA
uses it to curb greenhouse gas emissions and reduce the
impacts of climate change. This mismatch of the environmental law to the issue itself has created a lot of friction between the USEPA and states who do not want to
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address climate change at all. States have organized and
sued USEPA to prevent them from issuing additional
climate change rules and regulations through the CAA.
• As defined on USEPA’s website, “environmental justice
is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all
people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income
with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations and
policies.” Environmental justice issues are frequently
examined in the context of the Clean Air Act because
communities that are poor, Black, Brown, and/or Indigenous are more likely to be located in the vicinity of power
plants, hazardous waste facilities, chemical manufacturing facilities, and other sources of air pollution compared
to wealthy and/or White communities. Environmental
justice communities suffer from increased rates of air pollution-induced diseases like asthma and cancer, which
is one more layer of slow-violence systemic racism that
permeates American life.
• Many states, Biden’s USEPA, and Obama’s USEPA have
incorporated some form of “environmental justice policy”
into their environmental permitting procedures, but no
standard or agreement exists on what those procedures
actually are. Often, more stringent public comment and
impact assessments are required for projects located in
environmental justice communities, but this is an evolving policy topic that will continue to change over time.
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My decision to go to law school in Texas was inspired by a
random blog post, my determination, and fate itself. Once
I decided I wanted to become an environmental lawyer, I
had many logistical pieces to sort out, including taking the
Law School Admissions Test and deciding which law school
to attend for the next three years of my life. I did not know
many attorneys to ask for advice, so I did my best with what
I had: professors, attorneys I crossed paths with, my gut, and
the internet.
A random legal blog post from 2006 (that I can no longer
find) gave me the blueprint I ended up following for the next
seven years. In this post, the writer explained that if she could
plan her law school and career path all over again, she would
take the following steps:
1. Move to Texas after college and work there for one year
to establish in-state residency.
2. Attend the University of Texas School of Law in Austin,
which is a well-respected law school that costs significantly less for Texas residents compared to tuition for
out-of-state residents and other law schools in that tier.
Texas is required to accept a certain percentage of Texas
residents into the law school, which improves residents’
chances of getting in.
3. After graduation, work in a Texas city where the cost of
living is lower than other big cities in the country, but the
entry-level lawyer pay is nearly the same. Pay off student
loans while living and working in Texas.
4. When your loans are paid off, move wherever you want.
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Minus the pay-off-all-loans-before-moving-away part, my
life rolled out much like this blog post recommended. After I
graduated from college, I moved to Austin, Texas, and spent
the next year working as a literacy tutor through an AmeriCorps position at Literacy First, which magically turned me
into a Texas resident.

A Whole New World

My first year living in Austin was one of the best years of
my life because I was free to explore a new city full of music,
art, breakfast tacos, and openness to change. I started my
AmeriCorps program at the same time as thirty other service members from all over the country, so we bonded while
exploring a growing city. We lived on a one-thousand-dollars-a-month stipend by seeking out free and low-cost activities, which were everywhere. I fell in love with Austin, its
people, its art, and the incredible access to nature available
to all who seek it out.
AmeriCorps is a US government agency with the mission
“to improve lives, strengthen communities, and foster civil
engagement toward service and volunteering.” AmeriCorps
funds and places people into temporary service positions at
nonprofit organizations across the country. Joining an AmeriCorps program as opposed to pursuing a more traditional
job appealed to me because it would end just in time for me
to start law school. I also wanted to give back to others as
much as possible before law school because I thought that
once I started, I would be so focused on learning how to
become a lawyer that I would not have the time or capacity
to help anyone else.
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Literacy First is the AmeriCorps-funded nonprofit that I
worked for during my first year in Austin. Literacy First’s
mission is “to partner with school districts to ensure all children are reading at or above grade level by third grade.” I was
placed at a low-income elementary school with a transient
student population located in Austin’s rapidly gentrifying
East Side. I worked one-on-one with kindergarteners who
needed additional support learning to read.
My job as a literacy tutor was my first experience being a
member of a minority racial group in a public setting while
coming face-to-face with the ravages of poverty. The racial
makeup of the populations of the Town of Eden and Town
of Hamburg where I grew up are both more than 95 percent
White, which are statistics I know from experience and are
backed up by 2020 US Census and American Community
Survey data. The Austin elementary school I worked at was
essentially the opposite with roughly half Black students and
half Mexican students.
I often felt uncomfortable because I had been conditioned
to be around almost exclusively White people and ashamed
that the privileges that had supported me growing up were
clearly not available to the students here. Given all the lessons
I learned and relationships I built during this time, being
uncomfortable was for the best. I learned to better solve problems, communicate, and have fun with people who come
from and embody different cultures from my own.
This time set a new stage for my future work on environmental justice issues. As a literacy tutor, I got exposed to the
deep systemic inequities that Black, Brown, and Indigenous
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people living in the United States experience daily. I remember driving home from work one day crying my eyes out
because one of my students had been placed in foster care
after his grandmother could no longer take care of him. I
also remember being shocked by a conversation I had with
five kindergarteners during center time. Each one of them
had a family member incarcerated in that moment, while my
family had barely encountered the criminal justice system
throughout my entire lifetime.
While I witnessed many inequitable hardships that the Black
and Mexican students faced every day, I was blown away by
their delicious food, incredible music, and strong community
that fosters perseverance, healing, and joy. I participated in
Black History Month celebrations, devoured tamales that
entrepreneurial parents sold before school each morning,
and did my best to stay open to tension and new experiences.
At the same time, I noticed and felt the rigidity, repression,
and limitations of the White culture I grew up in. For the
first time, I imagined what kind of person I would be if I had
been exposed to this approach to life from the beginning.
Sharing all my stories and lessons learned as a literacy tutor
would fill an entire book. To focus on sustainability, my time
as a literacy tutor taught me the sustainability lesson that
systemic racial inequities are baked into the fabric of US
society, cause deep harm, and must be acknowledged and
addressed to bring about true sustainability.
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Diving In

When I received my acceptance letter to the University of
Texas School of Law in Austin in spring 2008, it was easy
to say yes to another three years of living in such a vibrant
place while attending both the highest-ranked and cheapest
law school that accepted me.
Starting UT Law in fall 2008 ended up being incredibly disruptive because one month into the start of classes, the 2008
financial crisis hit and all expectations about the economic
opportunity of the legal profession went out the window.
Many of the jobs that the third-year law students planned to
fill after graduation disappeared overnight, which left them
competing for the summer internships that first-year law
students, or “1Ls,” like me needed to gain experience.
While law school brochures and career counselors promised
me a profession full of opportunity before I started law school,
the 2008 financial crisis permanently dulled that optimism.
I’ve seen law students, attorneys, and law schools themselves
in existential competition with one another for jobs, money,
and power ever since.
With some exceptions, nearly all law schools across the
United States, including UT Law, require all 1Ls to take the
same lineup of foundational legal courses their first year:
Constitutional Law, Property Law, Civil Procedure, Contract
Law, Criminal Law, Tort Law, and Legal Writing. I took all
those courses with the same group of people for our full first
year of classes, which put me in the same classes with the
same people under the same grading system all year. This
setup allowed professors, students, and potential employers
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to measure how each law student ranked in comparison to
one another.
While suffering under a curve in law school, I once again
learned the sustainability lesson that competition-fueled
systems produce unsustainable outcomes.
The worst and most unsustainable part about law school,
which echoes my pre-med biological sciences lesson at Cornell, is that the grade I received for each course was the grade
I received on my curved final exam at the end of the semester.
Much like my freshman year of college, relying on the curve
to rank me against my peers intentionally inserted stress and
competition into 1L culture. This time, it was worse because
my entire grade was decided by how well I did on the one
final exam in relation to my fellow classmates.
Given the intensity of this one-final-exam-equals-one-final-grade setup, the curve dominated social interactions at
UT Law even more than I experienced in college. To cope, I
joined a small study group of people I trusted to collaborate
with. We shared outlines, study tips, and meals throughout
the semester. As for everyone else in my classes, I was friendly,
but awkward. I remember feeling weird because whether I
liked a person or not, I knew we each wanted to do better
than the other on our final exams.
That being said, I had a lot of fun and interesting experiences
with my fellow law students during my time at UT Law. I will
never forget that the school required all 1Ls to participate
in a co-ed flag football league and play against each other
the first semester, which created some weird and uniquely
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Texas bonding experiences for future lawyers. While ignoring the gender spectrum, the rules required that each player
throw the football to the opposite gender on each play, so
I was the designated quarterback because I am a woman
who can throw a football well. Me throwing the football to
a male teammate with experience playing football gave our
team the best chance of scoring points rather than the other
gender way around. UT Law also organized “bar review”
every Thursday, which allowed us to try out a new bar in
Austin together, blow off some steam, and have some muchneeded fun.
After that first year of law school, I felt a big relief at being able
to pick the courses that I actually wanted to take. Although
almost all of them kept on the pressure of no grades until
the final exam, most eliminated the curve and therefore all
of the unsustainable stress that went along with it.

Environmental Law Immersion

During my second and third years of law school, I moved
forward on my plan to learn everything that I could about
environmental law through the courses that I took, which
included titles like Energy Law; Air, Water, and Toxics Law;
Land Use Regulation; Multiparty Conflict Resolution in
Energy and Environmental Matters; Regulation and Public
Policy; and a writing seminar about Texas water law.
My Air, Water, and Toxics Law course is where I learned the
CAA in depth by studying the text of the law itself, as well as
excerpts from dozens of judicial decisions that have shaped
CAA precedent over time. As I explained in Chapter 3, each
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time a federal judge applies the CAA and past judicial decisions to a new set of facts, makes a decision, and publishes a
legal opinion explaining that decision, the legal implications
and requirements of the CAA evolve.
Even though I graduated with around four hundred other law
students, I was only one of about five who had an intentional
interest in practicing environmental law after graduation.
This left me with many opportunities to get individual attention from professors, form friendships with those rare law
students who did share my interests, and apply for environmental law grants without competition. I often felt alone in
a sea of anxious law students focused on another area of law
or with no particular area of interest at all.
On one hand I appreciated the opportunity and attention
from professors without the stress of competition. On the
longer-term hand, I wanted more people learning about how
to address the environmental problems we face through a
legal lens because that is one of the main ways our society
manages our natural resources.
As the credits roll at the end of a Marvel movie and I am
waiting for a teaser scene to appear, I get a sinking feeling in
my stomach. Thousands of names scroll over the screen representing mind-boggling coordination to make a blockbuster
superhero movie, while I wonder why half that number of
people cannot be organized to have jobs that address water
pollution, species extinction, and the many other environmental issues we desperately need to face in this time. Our
priorities as a collective society are deeply misaligned away
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from sustainability and it shows up in both law school classrooms and pop culture every day.
It is past time to implement the sustainability lesson that the
environmental issues we all continue to face need way more
people focused on solving them because those tasked with it
now cannot do it alone.

Learning by Doing

While law school taught me how to consider a set of facts,
apply laws to those facts, and make arguments in support of a
particular outcome, in real life, humans are messy and nothing is as clear as a law school hypothetical or exam question.
Making the leap from what I was learning in the classroom to
the real-life application at my summer clerkships taught me
an important life lesson that applies to sustainability as well:
you can only understand so much from books and reports,
so to truly understand a place, person, or issue, you must
experience them in real life.
I got some of my first experiences with on-the-ground environmental law practice during the summer of 2010 when I
had a ten-week clerkship with Earthjustice in their Juneau,
Alaska, office. Clerking at Earthjustice was a full-circle
moment for me, and I was thrilled to be practicing law for
the same organization that, through meeting Tim, the Earthjustice lawyer in DC four years earlier, inspired me to become
an environmental lawyer.
Earthjustice’s clients are environmental nonprofit organizations whose members individually experience environmental
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problems, and then Earthjustice sues on behalf of the organization and its members. Earthjustice attorneys in the Alaska
office also provide written legal arguments on proposed environmental regulations related to the management of oil and
gas drilling in the Arctic, which the Earthjustice Juneau
Office works every day to stop.
That summer, I supported the Earthjustice staff attorneys
during the day while leaving early on sunny days to go hiking
in the stunning landscape surrounding the capital city of
Alaska. I lived down the street from the Earthjustice office
in one room of an incredible house built into the side of a
mountain with a garden for a roof. The couple who built
and owned the house loved to support Earthjustice by providing an inexpensive place for summer interns like me to
stay. I befriended my fellow interns, and we did our best to
participate in as many Juneau-related activities as possible. I
remember having fun hiking trips multiple times per week,
bowling every Friday, and organizing a salmon bake on the
garden roof at the end of the summer.
My Earthjustice clerkship did not go as planned because 2010
was the year of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico. According to a National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA, pronounced “Noah”) oil spill website, this was the largest marine oil spill in US history. It
began with an explosion on an offshore oil drilling rig that
killed eleven workers and released approximately 134 million
gallons of oil over the course of three months. The Earthjustice Juneau office leveraged the Deepwater Horizon oil spill
to argue for a ban on offshore drilling in the Arctic. They
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argued that if the same spill had happened in the Arctic, the
devastation would have been much worse.
As explained by Ayesha Rascoe in her October 12, 2010 article
for Reuters, following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the
Obama administration banned deep-water drilling from
May until October of that year. While the Earthjustice lawyers and I celebrated this fleeting victory, the oil and gas
industry protested job losses and government overreach. The
Obama administration quickly caved under the pressure,
passed new rules for drilling safety, lifted the deep-water
drilling ban more than a month earlier than it originally
announced, and the oil and gas industry went back to their
destructive business as usual.
I did not get as much attention from the Earthjustice attorneys after the oil spill because they were all busy working
their hearts out to stop drilling in the Arctic. I spent much of
my time researching and summarizing government studies
on how difficult it is to clean up oil in an arctic environment.
Although I enjoyed the work and learned a lot about working
in a small legal office that supports nonprofit organizations,
the internship ended after twelve weeks and now it feels like
a dream.

Graduating into the Real World

After graduating from law school in May 2011, it was time to
take a bar exam and get licensed in the state that I planned
to live in for the foreseeable future. Although when I started
law school I only planned to stay in Texas until graduation and then move somewhere like DC to practice federal
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environmental law, life had other plans. In the middle of my
second year, I fell in love with Lucas, a fellow law student and
Texan with deep roots in San Antonio. In September 2010, I
signed up to take the Texas bar exam and obtain my Texas
law license so I could remain in Austin with Lucas. In August
2011, I started my first real environmental law job at a small
Austin firm, which I explain in the next chapter.
My transition from being a law student to a lawyer was not
easy for many reasons, starting with studying for and taking
the bar exam during the scorching summer of 2011. Although
Austin is known for its heat, that summer the temperature
reached or exceeded one hundred degrees Fahrenheit for
more than one hundred days in a row. I was also raising a
new German Shepherd puppy, which I insanely brought into
my life one week after law school graduation and two weeks
before learning that my Boston Terrier, Ivy, was dying from
lymphoma. I had to say goodbye to Ivy ten days before taking
the Texas bar exam, which I am still not sure how I passed
given all of the dog chaos and grief I was experiencing in
that moment.
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CHAPTER 5

Law Firm
“What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone,
man would die from a great loneliness of the spirit. For whatever happens to the beasts, soon happens to man.”
C h i e f S e at t l e , Spe e c h t o U S Pr e si de n t Pi e rc e (18 5 4)
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The Endangered Species Act (ESA) sounds like a wonderful
law that saves animals, but its on-the-ground implementation illustrates the absurdity and trappings of trying to fit
nature into our legal system. My first real attorney gig was at
a small Austin law firm that guides business and government
clients through whatever ESA process they happened to find
themselves in. Unlike the pollution-focused laws that people
often associate with environmental law, the ESA is all about
land use. It comes into play when development activities like
building new wind farms, water lines, oil rigs, roads, buildings, and more have the potential to disturb the habitat of
endangered species.

Getting to Know the Endangered Species Act
Name: Endangered Species Act (ESA)

Date Enacted: December 28, 1973
Major Players: The US Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) and
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS, pronounced
“nymphs”) are the two federal agencies housed within the US
Department of Interior that have the responsibility of carrying out the ESA. The Service works with birds, plants, freshwater fish, and land-dwelling animals, while NMFS focuses
on marine species like ocean fish and marine mammals. All
individuals, companies, and government agencies that have
the potential to impact listed species must go through additional ESA processes with the Service or NMFS.
Purpose: The written purpose of the ESA is to conserve
the ecosystems of endangered and threatened species while
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providing a program for the conservation of listed species.
In reality, this law is a tool for special interests across the
political spectrum to influence the development of land, air,
and water.
Major Features: The ESA is a one-stop-shop for all aspects
of the US government identifying, managing, funding, and
permitting activities related to endangered and threatened species:
• Listing species. The ESA spells out the process for the
Service and NMFS to list or de-list a species as “endangered” or “threatened” and to designate “critical habitat”
to support conservation of that species. An “endangered”
species receives more protections than a “threatened”
species, but both categories require coordination with the
Service or NMFS. Designating land as “critical habitat”
has implications for the review process required if that
land gets developed in the future, and the possibility of a
landowner receiving ESA funds to permanently preserve
that land and manage it for listed species.
• Funds for state species programs. The ESA provides funding for states to implement their own wildlife conservation programs. This has led to the creation of state species
lists, which do not follow the federal ESA list. This means
that when there is a project impacting listed species, both
the federal and state species lists may come into play.
• Regulation of federal agency activity. Section Seven of the
ESA applies to federal agencies only and prohibits federal
agencies from jeopardizing a listed species or adversely
modifying its critical habitat. If the Service determines
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that a particular agency action has the potential to jeopardize a species or impact its critical habitat, that agency
must go through a “consultation process” with the Service or NMFS so it can plan to avoid adverse impacts
before moving forward with its project.
• Prohibition on “taking” listed species. “Take” includes
“harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect or attempt to engage in any such conduct.”
This prohibition applies to anyone, not just federal agencies. Individual people, companies, government agencies,
and more are all prohibited from taking listed species.
• Permits. If someone is going to “take” listed species in
violation of the ESA, they have the opportunity to meet
with the Service or NMFS to develop a “habitat conservation plan,” avoid impacts to listed species and their
critical habitat, and obtain an “incidental take permit”
to conduct their activities.
• Penalties. The ESA lays out the penalties for not complying with the ESA, which include both civil and criminal
penalties. Although rare, individuals have served jail time
for violating the ESA.
Notes:
• Political interests across the spectrum continue to misuse the ESA for their own gains and interests with little
concern for the species and habitats themselves. Does the
environmentalist really care whether or not the endangered Helotes mold beetle survives in the caves beneath
San Antonio, or do they want to stop suburban sprawl?
I’m sure they will say they care about this beetle, but I
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believe this abstract way of delaying development with
the bodies of ESA-listed animals is an unsustainable
trap that disrespects living things. Conservative political
interests are more dismissive of the ESA, but I appreciate
that they are clear about despising it.
• Significant amounts of ecological data and information
have come out while applying the ESA to various species,
habitat conservation plans, and projects over the decades.
Much of this information is all available online through
the Service’s Environmental Conservation Online System
(ECOS) website.
• Genetics play a role in ESA implementation and the question of “What qualifies as a species?” comes up in many
ESA listing situations. For example, according to a Service
website, as of 2022, sixteen ESA-listed “terrestrial karst
invertebrates” (i.e., cave bugs) are in Central Texas. Central Texas includes San Antonio, which contains many
underground limestone cave formations where insects
live that are found nowhere else on Earth. The listing
rules for these “cave bugs” have been in flux for years
and there is scientific disagreement about what genetic
sequence actually indicates a listed species. When a project is proposed in Central Texas, trained biologists crawl
into the caves, bait traps, collect insects, and then identify
them at a nearby lab to determine if they are listed species.
This situation always struck me as an absurd development
battle and unsustainable misuse of time and resources.
• Although the wind industry has the potential to reduce
reliance on fossil fuels to generate electricity, the location
of a wind farm matters because the turbines can kill birds
(when they fly into the blades) and bats (their lungs can
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explode when flying through the pressure changes created by the giant turbines). Often the best wind from a
wind farm perspective is also the best wind for birds to
fly too. Many birds and bats are protected under the ESA,
so the Service has been working with the wind industry
for years to determine what ESA permits and mitigation
measures are needed. Wind developers hire biologists to
conduct field surveys to map the locations of bird and bat
nesting sites and then locate turbines away from those
sites, which reduces impacts.
• The “gray wolf listing saga” is one of the most egregiously
unsustainable applications of the ESA listing process that
I have come across, which I laid out in a 2017 article for
the American Bar Association’s Endangered Species Act
Committee newsletter. The gray wolf has been proposed
for listing by federal agencies before the ESA became an
official law in 1973. There has been no agreement on how
to list the species ever since. ESA lawsuits, regulations,
and studies have been going on for over fifty years now.
Farmers project a long-standing history of fear and violence onto wolves. Many hunting groups have organized
midwestern state governments to sue the Service over the
control of wolves within their borders, as well as sponsor wolf hunts. The gray wolf has hopped on and off the
ESA list for decades, with various protections being given,
taken away, and then given back again.
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One hot Texas day in 2012, I spent six work hours searching
a large ranch for a tiny songbird with Jack, a trained bird
biologist. If we found golden-cheeked warblers living on the
property, there would be more ESA permitting hurdles for
our client’s new housing development project. As we paced
the one-hundred-acre property, sweat poured down my back,
I worried that I didn’t bring enough water, and I marveled at
the strangeness of my first professional job.
The golden-cheeked warbler is a small migratory songbird
that has impacted land development in Central Texas since
it was listed as endangered and protected by the ESA in the
1990s. Jack was certified by the Service to identify birds by
sound and worked for a consulting firm that frequently
partnered with my law firm on projects. On the ranch, Jack
walked the property, listened for bird calls, identified which
species was making the sound, and wrote each name in his
notebook. I was there to gain a deeper understanding of the
process to help me prepare ESA permit documents and negotiate with the Service on golden-cheeked warbler projects in
the future.
Jack and I spent hours walking the property. He confidently
wrote bird species’ names in his notebook as he heard their
calls. He made a “pst, pst, pst” noise underneath a small tree,
and I watched in awe as songbirds flocked around him in
response to his sound. He reminded me of a gender-bending
Texas version of Snow White. We came across a herd of wild
boar with jet black coats that gleamed in the sunshine. Jack
lifted rocks to show me scorpions coiled underneath. I was
reminded about how different and prickly the plants and
animals are in Texas compared to Western New York.
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At the end of the day, after hours of walking and starting to
feel dehydrated, Jack heard a sound I missed, perked up like
a hunting dog, and started running through the woods. I
chased after him, stopped abruptly when I found him under
a tree, looked up, and saw my first golden-cheeked warbler
with my very own eyes.

Lawyer Laura

Given the economic uncertainty and job competition following the Great Recession that hit my first month of law school,
I did not nail down my bird-searching lawyer job until after
I graduated from law school. After a miserable summer of
studying for the Texas bar exam, I joined the “Land Use
and Natural Resources” team of a twenty-attorney law firm
in Austin, Texas. This gig plunged me into the real world of
being an environmental attorney in a law firm and taught me
about the disconnect between the purposes of US environmental laws and their unsustainable implementation realities.
When I started my job in August 2011, which I foolishly
expected to have for my entire career, I remember thinking
to myself, Well, I told myself when I was twenty-one that
I wanted to be an environmental lawyer, and here I am at
twenty-six doing exactly that. Main life goal achieved; it’s all
autopilot from here.
What a joke.
My boss Greg was one of the founding law firm partners and
had been practicing federal and Texas wildlife law since the
1980s. He had the reputation of being able to effectively guide
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both large and small clients through the ESA process, and
there was a lot of work to do. He hired me because he needed
additional support with an uptick in work from the wind
energy industry. Wind developers work with the Service to
comply with the ESA, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and Bald
and Golden Eagle Protection Act because wind turbines have
the potential to harm birds and bats.
Additional legal work came from a 2011 legal settlement
resulting from a wave of ESA listing petitions and lawsuits
for more than 750 species filed by the environmental nonprofit organization, Center for Biological Diversity, which
the organization explains on its website. Past and present
clients wanted to make sure they understood how any newly
listed species would impact their current or future projects
and plans.
It is ironic that every time environmentalists successfully
advocate for new rules and policies to increase environmental protections, corporate professionals get paid more money
to assist their clients with those changes.
The law firm clients consisted of those who could afford our
services: real estate developers, energy companies, government entities, wealthy landowners, and others on that level.
Occasionally landowners had property containing ESA-listed
species that they wanted to protect and manage through a
Service program, but more often than not, they were planning a project that would disturb the land and potentially
impact listed species. We helped clients navigate through the
ESA planning, permitting, and enforcement processes with
the Service so they stayed in compliance with the ESA and
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maintained their project timelines. Whenever a new species
was petitioned for listing under the ESA, clients hired us to
evaluate the potential impact their activities would have on
that species and plan accordingly. Others were facing ESA
enforcement actions and needed a lawyer to represent them.
Despite spending three years studying law at a top tier law
school, diving into legal internships over my law school summers, and participating in my school’s environmental law
clinic, I did not understand how to practice law in service of
a client until I applied the ESA to each unique situation while
fighting for my clients’ interests at the law firm. No legal
issue ever had a straightforward answer, so I would comb
through previous judicial decisions, strategize with the other
attorneys, apply the client’s facts to the law, and write legal
memos to give our client the best information and chance of
getting what they wanted. I learned the ins and outs of the
ESA, a handful of other land use and wildlife laws, and the
state laws that interact with them.
One of my favorite parts about my job at the law firm was
the opportunity to merge my background studying natural
resources at Cornell with my legal trainings from the University of Texas School of Law. I learned how to line up species’
biology and habitat characteristics with the client’s project
parameters. Whenever I started a new project, I would spend
hours reading scientific papers about that particular species
in order to understand its life cycle, habitat requirements,
and seasonal behaviors.
Comparing species information to the project details allowed
me, my team, the client, and the Service to predict how that
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species would interact with the future project, which allowed
us to meaningfully negotiate with one another on permit
terms. I learned the sustainability lesson that even in corporate settings, it is important to coordinate human activities
with the Earth’s cycles and processes as much as possible.

The Dunes Sagebrush Lizard v. Oil and Gas

I will always be silenced and unable to share most of the wild
stories I witnessed during my time at the law firm because
lawyer confidentiality rules prevent me from sharing privileged information about specific cases I worked on. Instead, I
am going to share details about an ESA listing battle between
conservationists, the oil and gas industry, and business-loving politicians that was happening while I worked at the law
firm and still rages on in 2022. I did not directly work with
clients on any matters involving the dunes sagebrush lizard,
but I remember the controversy well.

The dunes sagebrush lizard has unknowingly and unintentionally done more to stall oil and gas development than most
environmentalists ever will. The controversy surrounding
its existence, which mirrors other ESA listing fights that I
worked on as a Texas law firm lawyer, taught me how the ESA
turns both animals and lawyers into tools to fight political
land use battles.
According to the Service’s online profile for the dunes sagebrush lizard, this species only lives within the shinnery oak
dunes of west Texas and southeastern New Mexico. The
Service calls the dunes sagebrush lizard a habitat specialist
because “its survival is directly linked to the quality and
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quantity of available shinnery oak dune habitat.” Unfortunately, shinnery oak dune habitat is only found within
a petroleum-rich area of Texas and New Mexico called
the Permian Basin, which is a prime area for oil and gas
development.
The Center for Biological Diversity has been fighting alongside other conservation groups to get the dunes sagebrush
lizard on the ESA list since 2002. If the lizard is protected
by the ESA, the oil and gas companies that are drilling in
and around its habitat must slow down and work with the
Service to ensure its activities are not harming the lizard or
its habitat.
Meanwhile, industrial development in the Permian Basin
continues. According to a 2022 Center for Biological Diversity press release, “more than 95 percent of the original shinnery oak dunes ecosystem has been destroyed by oil and
gas extraction and other development, as well as herbicide
spraying to support livestock grazing.” Given this is the only
place in the world the dunes sagebrush lizard lives, I get a
sinking feeling in my stomach that by the time everyone is
done sucking up all remaining fossil fuels and suing one
another, there won’t be any lizards or shinnery oak dune
habitat left.
To look back on some of this winding history, although the
Service proposed to list the dunes sagebrush lizard as endangered in 2010, it withdrew its proposal in 2012 because the
federal, state, and private stakeholders created a voluntary
“Texas Conservation Plan” to manage the species instead.
Soon after that decision, the Center for Biological Diversity
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and other conservation groups sued the Service for failure
to list the dunes sagebrush lizard and argued that the Texas
Conservation Plan was insufficient to protect the lizard. In
2014, a federal court upheld the Service’s decision not to
list the dunes sagebrush lizard in light of the protections it
received from the Texas Conservation Plan.
As explained by Asher Price in his December 20, 2018 article for the Austin American Statesman, Texas withdrew the
Texas Conservation Plan in 2018. The Texas comptroller who
had originally championed the plan, Susan Combs, had
moved on to become Trump’s assistant secretary for policy,
management, and budget at the US Interior Department. The
next Texas comptroller, Glenn Hegar, toyed with the idea
of revising the Texas Conservation Plan and implementing
a new one, but he withdrew the entire conservation plan
instead.
In 2018, the Center for Biological Diversity submitted a new
ESA petition seeking protections for the lizard due to the
continuous threats from both oil and gas production and
a new threat, sand mining. Sand is mined in the Permian
Basin and later used in the hydraulic fracturing process to
produce natural gas.
In 2020, the Biden administration-led Service decided that
“substantial scientific or commercial information [indicate]
that listing the dunes sagebrush lizard may be warranted”
and put it back into the listing decision pipeline. Even though
the Service made this finding, it did not take the next step
in the ESA listing process within the required timeline,
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so in May 2022, the Center for Biological Diversity sued
them again.
The back and forth on the listing status of the dunes sagebrush lizard has been going on for twenty years now, and as
of the time of this writing, no ESA protections for this species exist. While I was working at the law firm between 2011
and 2013, I remember being shocked over the heavy-handed
politics and huge amounts of time and money being spent
over a lizard. Now, I shake my head and roll my eyes at the
never-ending political circus that the ESA has created over
its nearly fifty-year existence.

The Flu Changes Everything

Being on autopilot as a law firm lawyer did not last long. I
am not sure how many years I would have kept at it without
an intervening event, but surviving the flu in January 2014
altered my consciousness and threw me onto a more intense
path of sustainability and well-being, which I am still on
today.

By the time the 2013–2014 holiday season rolled around, I
had been practicing federal wildlife law for almost two years.
I was putting in long hours and attached to the Outlook
email app on my phone from early in the morning until late
at night. I thought about my work constantly and would
do anything to deliver for my boss and our clients. At the
same time, I ignored my needs to keep my live-in boyfriend,
Lucas, happy.
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Lucas and I had been dating since we met during our second
year of law school. Every year on New Year’s Eve, it was a
tradition for Lucas’s college friends to come in from around
the country to party at his parents’ house in San Antonio. I
never liked going to that party because I felt like an outsider
and, as an introvert, fantasized about staying home in my
pajamas instead. That particular year, I had a big work project
on my plate and my body was run down, but I ignored my
needs, went to the party, and did my best to be “fun.”
The winter 2013 influenza virus was rough all over the country and particularly brutal in Texas. The virus spread quickly
and many people with weakened immune systems, the
elderly, and young children died. Lucas’s friends, including
one couple with their one-year-old baby, came in from Ohio
to celebrate and stayed at our house. The baby and his parents
were just getting over the flu.
I started exhibiting flu symptoms a few days after the New
Year’s party. Chills came over my entire body, my muscles
started to ache all over, and my head got foggy. I was unable
to concentrate on screens or anything at all. After two years
of around-the-clock work and being available at nearly all
times, I stepped out of the office and into my bed with a
one-line email.
Greg,
I am sick and cannot work. I’m sorry. I’ll keep you posted.
Best,
Laura
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I spent the next week in bed hallucinating and fighting an
overwhelming sickness. I thought I would be able to catch
up on the television shows and books I had been missing due
to my insane work schedule. Ha.
The flu didn’t let me do anything except roll around in my
bed with cold sweats, chills, mouth sores, and a 101-degree
fever. I blew my nose and coughed until my nasal passages
went raw. I rolled around in my bed and tried to get comfortable, but nothing alleviated the pain. By the time I got to the
doctor, I was already four days in and too late for Tamiflu. I
had to ride out the sickness for the rest of the week.
Just like the doctor said, I started to feel better after exactly
seven days. The virus had run its course, and I had survived.
Up until that point, I had always been a healthy person and
had never experienced a major illness. Now I had brushed
up against death and better understood why illnesses like
the flu are so dangerous for many people. If I hadn’t been
healthy and young, I believe I would have died. The more
time goes on, the blurrier that week gets, but I know I came
out the other side a changed person determined to live my
life differently.
By the time I got back to work in early January 2014, I felt a
big shift within myself. I no longer wanted to be attached to
my phone at all hours of the day. I decided that my life had
become way too complicated, and I needed to simplify it. I
wanted to focus on what actually mattered: my health, my
family, my dogs, and nature. I began to realize that although
I had gone to law school and joined the law firm to contribute
to sustainability, in reality I was perpetuating the harmful
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status quo while harming myself in the process. I was ready
and motivated to make major changes in how I lived my life.
Within a few months of surviving the flu, I quit my job, got
off the birth control pill, stopped eating sugar, consulted with
an herbalist, started a vegetable garden, and started building
a website to share federal environmental law information
with the world. By pulling me so close to death and forcing
me to sit with my virus-ravaged body and muddled thoughts
for a week, the flu changed my consciousness and therefore
my life.
I’ve never been the same since.

Leaving the Law Firm

Like every Texas lawyer promises during their New Attorney
Oath, I was required to “discharge my duties to my clients to
the best of my ability.” What was best for the Earth, people,
science, the law, or the animals themselves did not matter
one bit if it was not aligned with the interests of my client.
None of this was unexpected, but doing it day in and day out
after surviving the flu left a sinking feeling in my stomach.
I had learned the harsh sustainability lesson that lawyers
who practice environmental law represent individual people,
companies, and governments who can afford to use environmental laws as tools for their own purposes, which will never
bring about sustainability.
Two years into my work at the law firm, I made an abrupt
decision to leave and find a new path.
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CHAPTER 6

Government Agency
Much of the necessary knowledge is now available but we do
not use it. We train ecologists in our universities and even
employ them in our governmental agencies but we seldom
take their advice. We allow the chemical death rain to fall as
though there were no alternative, whereas in fact there are
many, and our ingenuity could soon discover many more if
given opportunity.”
R ac h e l C a r s on, S i l e n t S pr i ng (19 62)
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The longer I work in environmental law and sustainability
spaces, the more I see just how much power and money the
government has (on all levels) to lead our society on a more
sustainable path. Still, it consistently supports development
and industrialization over protecting the Earth, which harms
us all. Because I am deeply frustrated with the administrative
US environmental law system that started in the 1960s and
governments continue to implement to this day, I want to
share a much older environmental law principle to start this
chapter that includes my brief time as a government agency
attorney.
The public trust doctrine (PTD) has the potential to hold
governments accountable to protecting natural resources
for their citizens where administrative laws like the Clean
Air Act and Endangered Species Act cannot. Mary Christina
Wood’s book Nature’s Trust: Environmental Law for a New
Ecological Age inspired me to understand and embrace the
PTD as an anecdote to my environmental law angst. The
following is a summary of the PTD based on the concepts
in Mary Christina Wood’s book Nature’s Trust.

Getting to Know the Public Trust Doctrine
Law: Public trust doctrine (PTD)

Purpose: The PTD is not a law passed by a government
and written into legal code. It is an enduring legal principle
established through judicial precedent. It extends back to
Indigenous principles and early Roman law. The PTD has
been a fundamental US property law principle long before
our modern environmental statutes made it on the books.
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Dates Established/Revised: The first traces of the PTD are
found in the ancient laws of the Byzantine Emperor Justinian, who ruled from 527 to 565, which held that the sea, the
shores of the sea, the air, and running water are common to
everyone. In 1892, the US Supreme Court decided in the case
Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Illinois that the shoreline of
Lake Michigan is a public trust for the benefit of all Michigan
citizens. Therefore, the State of Michigan could not transfer
the shoreline property to a private railroad corporation.
Major Players: The government is the trustee with a fiduciary
responsibility to protect and manage natural resources in
trust for “the People,” who are the beneficiaries. The PTD
applies to all government bodies, not just the agencies responsible for managing natural resources. Most PTD cases occur
at the state, not federal, level. The US government continues
to argue that there is no federal PTD, but a handful of past
cases and legal scholars indicate that it does exist and could
be successfully argued by plaintiffs in future cases.
Purpose: To protect and manage natural resources for current and future generations of citizens. The PTD is the original legal mechanism that recognizes that natural resources
are necessary for public welfare and human survival and
that the government is best positioned to protect and manage those resources for its citizens as a whole. Law professor
Joseph Sax states in his 1970 article for the Michigan Law
Review that the PTD underpins democracy itself by creating
a society of “citizens rather than of serfs.”
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Major Features:
• The bedrock of the PTD is the understanding and recognition that natural resources (such as water, wildlife,
beaches, and the climate) are so important for public welfare and human survival that they should not fall exclusively to private ownership and control. The potency of
the PTD in our society’s collective mind has been slowly
fading away over time while there has been an increase
in private ownership and control.
• The PTD is an opportunity to increase the power of citizens because it considers natural resources to be common
property that belong to “the People” that the government
must manage in perpetual trust for future generations.
Joseph Sax explains that “of all the concepts known to
American law, only the [PTD] seems to have the breadth
and substantive content which might make it useful as a
tool of general application for citizens seeking to develop
a comprehensive legal approach to resource management
problems.”
Notes:
• The PTD traditionally and most frequently shows up
in the management of bodies of water. Throughout the
United States, most lakes and streams are maintained
under some form of the PTD, typically for the purposes of
drinking water and recreational activities. Managing the
Great Lakes is extra complicated because those waterbodies are shared by Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
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New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, as well
as the Canadian province Ontario.
• Most governments do not follow the PTD because they
are permitting pollution rather than managing natural
resources for future generations. Although some citizens
and nonprofit organizations attempt to sue the government for violating the PTD, they have not been successful
on the necessary scale to bring about sustainability.
• The nonprofit organization Our Children’s Trust has been
organizing PTD-based youth climate change lawsuits
against the United States government at both the state
and federal levels for over a decade, which it thoroughly
explains on its website. Juliana vs. US is the most famous
federal lawsuit with twenty-one youth plaintiffs suing
the US government for causing climate change and violating their rights. After years of wins and losses at various levels of the court system, on January 17, 2020, the
US Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals denied the youths’
claims because the judges opined that the remedies
requested should be addressed by the executive and legislative branches rather than the courts. As of 2022, the
youths’ appeal is still hung up in the court system. I used
to believe this lawsuit was going to change the world. I’ve
since realized that the law is a weapon, which means it is
only as powerful as the people using it.
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In February 2014, I had an anxiety attack at the law firm.
My body and mind could no longer tolerate the pressure of
working on a stream of never-ending projects that I did not
believe in. I don’t remember the specifics, but I have a vague
memory of being on a last-minute conference call with an
angry client and my boss that morning, feeling nauseous,
throwing up in the bathroom, and sleeping in the back seat
of my car during my lunch break.
That afternoon, I told Greg I needed time off, spoke with a
therapist a few days later, processed the idea of quitting over
the weekend, and put in my two weeks’ notice the following
Monday. I did not have a plan of what to do next, but I knew
my mental health was more important and I would figure
it out. I deeply trusted myself to find something better in
the future rather than suffering through my original plans.
I went to see my former law school career counselor a week or
so later, who was shocked that I quit my law firm job without
another job lined up. She warned me about the dangers of
having a gap in my resume.
In that moment, an idea for my next move popped into my
head and I asked her, “Does my idea to create a website that
reports on government regulatory updates every day so more
people have access to that information cover my resume gap?”
She looked surprised and told me she thought it was a great
idea. I left the career office determined to make a legal website from scratch that I could turn into a source of income
while sharing my knowledge and passion about environmental law and policy with the world.
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Website Frustrations

One month into trying to make the website I dreamed up
in the middle of my law school’s career counseling office, I
began feeling insecure about my finances and started looking for other environmental lawyer opportunities in Austin.
I was making progress on my website, but I also started to
understand just how much time, courage, and asking for
help it was going to take for me to be successful. I missed the
law firm’s regular paycheck, benefits, and having my work
decided for me rather than creating it myself.
A large student loan debt balance had been hanging over my
head since I graduated from law school, which has influenced
my career choices more than I want to admit. This student
loan debt has dictated my job choices and prevented me from
offering my full abilities and passions to building a more
sustainable world ever since I took it on over a decade ago.
I do not remember how I came across the posting for an
enforcement attorney position with the TCEQ, but I know
I decided to apply almost immediately. After one interview
and a month of waiting, I felt deep relief when I found out
I got the job.
Sometimes I still wonder what would have happened if in
that moment, I had stuck with my plans to build out an
environmental regulation website rather than work at the
TCEQ. Ever since I decided to leave the law firm and find
work that better aligns with my values, I have felt a deep
tension between the freedom of entrepreneurship and the
stability of a salary. I want to create my own path, build
businesses, generate wealth, and share my abundance with
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others, but the day-to-day challenges of life combined with
my lack of entrepreneurial experience have brought me back
to working for other people time and time again.

Working at the “Q”

TCEQ is the government agency that most directly works
with environmental law in Texas. It has a huge, multi-building campus about ten miles north of downtown Austin and
is one of the largest environmental agencies in the United
States along with the USEPA, California EPA, and New York
Department of Environmental Conservation.
I worked in the TCEQ Enforcement Division from about May
2014 to March 2015. This job involved bringing enforcement
actions (i.e., lawsuits) against individuals and businesses for
violating Texas environmental laws at the Texas State Office
of Administrative Hearings (SOAH, pronounced “soh-uh”).
When I started writing this book, I expected to say much
more about my experiences working at the TCEQ in this
chapter. While brainstorming which stories to tell, I realized
that the Texas attorney confidentiality rules, which apply
to government attorneys, prevent me from sharing most of
my experiences and lessons from this period of my career.
Although the cases I worked on here are a part of the public
record and my name is listed on enforcement documents that
the public has access to, I do not want to mess with Texas and
have kept case-specific details out of this book.
Being an enforcement attorney was not my strong suit from
the start of my position in May 2014, and I didn’t improve by
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the time I left less than one year later. I was afraid of speaking
in a courtroom, and I had never participated in law school
activities like “mock trial” or “moot court” to get me prepared. The first time I appeared in front of an administrative
law judge at SOAH, I froze in silence and my mentor had to
come up to the bench and speak to the judge for me. I could
not speak because I was anxious that I would say the wrong
thing while a loud voice in my head screamed that I was not
qualified to be there and I did not know what I was doing.
Although the job was challenging in more ways than one, I
met some of my favorite co-workers of all time in this place.
I was deeply fortunate to start my job with three other lawyers who would become my closest friends in the “Great Sea
of Carpeted, Gray 1990s Cubicles” that formed the TCEQ
legal department. We started a “coffee club” and met up each
morning to have coffee together before the workday ramped
up. We learned the ropes together, helped each other with our
cases, and went on afternoon walks to blow off steam after
navigating hours of difficult phone calls. Our friendship and
ability to collaborate on cases so we could all get better was
the best part about my time working at a government agency.
I learned an important sustainability lesson that cooperating with others during difficult situations makes the entire
experience better and easier to work through.

Allergies and Acupuncture

While working at TCEQ, I developed bad allergies to mold
and other air-borne irritants that sucked my energy and
deeply impacted my ability to focus on my work. Austin,
Texas, is notorious for cursing its residents with allergies
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once they live in the area for a few years, so it was amazing
that I did not have allergy issues already.
My allergies had started to emerge during my time at the law
firm, subsided after I quit, and then got much worse in the
gray-carpeted cube wall environment of TCEQ. My cubicle
was unfortunately located next to a utility closet, so every
time a custodian opened it up to grab a vacuum or mop
bucket, I would go into a sneezing fit.
I tried to take Sudafed for allergy relief, but the side effects
left me jittery and unable to concentrate on my computer
screen. In a desperate move to find relief, I tried community acupuncture. After a few months of weekly acupuncture treatments, my allergies calmed down and I felt deeply
energized like never before.
It has been more than seven years since I first discovered the
benefits of acupuncture to relieve my allergies, and I have
been getting regular treatments on a monthly basis ever
since. My allergies no longer impact my life, and acupuncture treatments have supported me and my body through
additional health challenges that have come up over the years,
too. Community acupuncture has become one of my top
personal sustainability practices that allows me to do the
work I want to do and live the life I want to live, and it all
started while I was working at the TCEQ.

Leaving TCEQ

I knew that TCEQ was not long term from the start and
after a few months of grinding away on the job, I was already
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making plans to leave. I still gravitated toward my environmental law website idea and I became deeply focused on how
I could share and inspire people about environmental law
and policy on the internet. I left TCEQ in March 2015 with
intentional plans to build the website of my dreams, which
I named the Federal Register Blog.
Toward the end of my time working at TCEQ, Lucas and I
got married in a small ceremony with our parents and siblings. This is significant because less than a year after we got
married, I left him in the middle of the day, drove back to
Western New York, and filed for divorce a month later.
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CHAPTER 7

Consulting Company
“The balance of nature is not the same today as in Pleistocene times, but it is still there: a complex, precise, and highly
integrated system of relationships between living things which
cannot safely be ignored any more than the law of gravity
can be defied with impunity by a man perched on the edge
of a cliff. The balance of nature is not a status quo; it is fluid,
ever shifting, in a constant state of adjustment. Man, too, is
a part of this balance. Sometimes the balance is in his favor;
sometimes—and all too often through his own activities—it
is shifted to his disadvantage.”
R ac h e l C a r s on, S i l e n t S pr i ng (19 62)
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Finding my next job after the TCEQ took time as I adjusted
to leaving my life in Austin and re-rooting in Western New
York. As I explain in this chapter, I eventually found new
work for a small, remote environmental consulting company.
My official title at this new job was “National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA, pronounced “nee-puh”) Specialist,” which
means I spent all day every day helping clients comply with
one federal environmental planning law. NEPA is the law
that most directly impacts land use and land development
activities and has some of the most robust public participation requirements of any law I have ever seen. Although I
had reviewed final NEPA documents as a lawyer practicing
federal wildlife law at the law firm, as a NEPA specialist, it
was my responsibility to research and write those documents
for another lawyer to review later.

Getting to Know the National Environmental
Policy Act
Name: National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

Date Enacted: January 1, 1970
Major Players:
• Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), which is a
division of the Executive Office of the President of the
United States. The CEQ oversees NEPA implementation
by issuing NEPA regulations and implementation guidance. It also reviews and approves federal agency NEPA
procedures.
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• All executive federal agencies. NEPA does not apply to
the president, Congress, or the federal courts since they
are not a “federal agency” by definition.
• State governments, local governments, and private individuals and businesses that implement federal programs,
take federal funding, or need a federal permit or license
must comply with NEPA.
• The public provides input throughout the NEPA process
by attending public outreach activities and providing
comments on the initial project parameters (“scoping”)
and draft environmental review documents.

Purpose: The flowery purpose of NEPA written in the law’s
preamble is: “To declare national policy which will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his
environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate
the health and welfare of man; to enrich the understanding
of the ecological systems and natural resources important
to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental
Quality.” In reality, the purpose of NEPA is to create the
framework and procedures to assess the environmental
impacts that federal actions may have on the environment
so the government can make informed decisions while in
the planning and permitting stages.
Major Features:
• Application. NEPA applies to any major project on the
federal, state, or local level that involves federal funding, work performed by the federal government, permits
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issued by a federal agency, and other actions. Whether
federal or private-sector funds are used on the project
does not matter.
• Impact assessments. If the action is anticipated to have
significant environmental impacts or if there is significant public controversy, then an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) will be prepared. If it is unclear if the
anticipated impacts will be significant, then a shorter
Environmental Assessment (EA) will be prepared. If
the EA indicates there will be significant environmental
impacts, then an EIS will need to be prepared.
• Procedural requirements. NEPA establishes procedural
requirements requiring Federal agencies to prepare a
detailed report (through an EIS or EA) on:
(1) the environmental impact of the proposed action;
(2) any adverse effects that cannot be avoided;
(3) alternatives to the proposed action;
(4) the relationship between local short-term uses
of man’s environment and the maintenance and
enhancement of long-term productivity; and
(5) any “irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources” that would be involved in the proposed
action.
• Public notice and comment. Public notice and comment
requirements are baked into NEPA procedures throughout the process. Notices are published in the Federal Register, and USEPA maintains a publicly available database
of NEPA documents. Although the public can provide
comments and the federal agency must acknowledge
that it considered them, there is no requirement that the
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agency actually incorporate public comments into the
documents or final decision. The agency is still considered
the expert and given deference by the courts.
Notes:
• Some states have their own environmental review statutes, while others don’t. This mismatch of different environmental review requirements in different states has an
economic impact. For example, Texas does not have a
state-level NEPA statute. If you don’t need a federal permit, you don’t need to spend the time or money on a
review process. New York, on the other hand, has the
State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR, pronounced
“seeker”) law, which means that actions within New York’s
borders may require a state environmental review and
possibly a federal NEPA review on top of that.
• The Trump administration’s CEQ went through the full
rulemaking process to update the NEPA regulations for
the first time in more than forty years. The new, more
business-friendly regulations were finalized on January
10, 2020. The Biden administration’s CEQ issued a new
rule on April 20, 2022 to reverse the changes created by
those new regulations. There continues to be an unsustainable about of time, money, and resources spent for
deeply political and economic reasons that few people
besides the professionals in this field notice or understand.
• To illustrate how NEPA shows up in the real world, here
is a hypothetical from the Genesee River: Josh wants to
fill the wetlands next to the bank of the Genesee River
on his property with concrete and rock “pilings” to stop
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the river from flooding and eroding his property during
heavy rains. To do this, he will need a permit from the US
Army Corps of Engineers. Because the Corps is a federal
agency, they must go through a NEPA environmental
review process and evaluate the impacts that his project
will have on the environment.
• Here is another hypothetical showing how the ESA can
trigger NEPA: A wind energy developer is looking to
build a wind farm in Iowa, where they experience strong
and consistent wind, which is ideal for wind energy generation. The endangered whooping crane migrates from
Texas to Canada every year and passes through Iowa on
its journey. The developer wants to get an ESA incidental
take permit from the Service for the wind farm to avoid
any future ESA violations and penalties. Because this is
a federal permit, the Service must go through the NEPA
process and evaluate the environmental effects of issuing
a permit on the environment, which includes the whooping crane species.
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My life and world completely transformed in the summer of
2015 when I got into yet another argument with my new husband, Lucas, grabbed my two dogs and a backpack, and drove
back to Western New York. After taking a few weeks to calm
down and assess my domestic situation from a grounded
perspective, I filed for divorce and decided to leave Texas
for good.
In the weeks leading up to me leaving Austin and my marriage, I was struggling with building an environmental law
website from scratch, not earning a paycheck, and feeling
deeply isolated and alone. By that point, I had started to
despise Austin for growing so quickly, pushing out the poorer
people who had lived there for their entire lives, and getting
hotter every year.
I had been practicing meditation and learning how to sort the
noisy thoughts racing through my head from the grounded
intelligence of my true self, which was shifting my entire
approach to life. During my meditations, I kept coming back
to the message that if I didn’t address my unhappy marriage
and make a drastic change in my overall situation, this yo-yo
of good and bad times while I stuffed my emotions from the
world would be my life forever.
At the moment I left, Lucas and I had been together for over
five years and had gotten married the previous winter. All
our committed couple friends were getting married during
that time, and I naively believed that being husband and
wife would make the rest of the world take us more seriously.
Lucas and I both look much younger than we actually are,
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and people treated us like a teenage couple nearly everywhere
we went.
Looking back, being in that relationship while living so far
from my roots in Western New York had been challenging
for a while, but hardly anyone knew it because Lucas and I
both acted charming in public while expressing our discontent behind closed doors. Looking back, I see that we always
had fundamentally different ideas about the importance of
family (his concern) versus the broader community and
world (my concern). My environmental anxiety had been
getting more intense with each passing year of our relationship, while Lucas did not think about sustainability issues
much at all. I tried to repress my emotions and thoughts to
keep the “peace,” which did not help anyone and made it all
worse when I finally found the strength to leave.
I was not in a good place when I drove back to Western New
York and initially stayed with family in Hamburg. I would
cry for hours every day, avoid talking to shocked friends, and
spend massive amounts of time alone with a book and my
journal. I pored over books about love, relationships, and
spirituality to try to understand why and how my eight-year
Texas adventure had ended in such a painful divorce.
To get me out of the house, I started working at a local health
food store called Feel Rite, where for eleven dollars an hour, I
stocked shelves, checked out customers, and sorted through
organic produce. The routine, physical tasks, and short conversations with customers and my co-workers helped me
through this treacherous time of loss, guilt, and starting
over. Feel Rite sells medicines, herbs, and food that support
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good health, so I was surrounded by products and ideas that
helped me transition through my grief while building up
my energy.

Finding Climate Justice in Buffalo

In addition to working at Feel Rite, I also started to come out
of my shell to participate in the climate justice movement,
which was happening all over the world in concert with the
2015 Paris Climate Conference. Many of Western New York’s
local nonprofit groups wanted to address climate change and
organized a series of events that November and December
to encourage climate action, which I explain in more detail
in Chapter 8.
It was powerful to join in on so many events where people
were talking about an issue that I had deeply cared about for
years. Although I was living in the Hamburg suburbs with
my parents, I frequently drove the thirty minutes into Buffalo
to attend climate events while crossing paths with the same
organizers and activists over and over again.
Many of the people I met during this time had been inspired
by Pope Francis’s publication of a new Encyclical, Laudato
Si, On Care of Our Common Home. The Encyclical was published on May 24, 2015 and had been dispersed to Catholics
around the world. In fall 2015, Pope Francis was making his
first trip to the United States to encourage US support of the
Paris Climate Accord.
Although my mom’s side of the family is Catholic, I was
raised in a Protestant mega-church that I stopped attending
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as soon as I went to college, so I had been disconnected from
organized religion for more than a decade at the time. Still,
his words blew me away with paragraphs like this:
“The urgent challenge to protect our common home includes
a concern to bring the whole human family together to seek a
sustainable and integral development, for we know that things
can change…. Here I want to recognize, encourage and thank
all those striving in countless ways to guarantee the protection of the home which we share. Particular appreciation is
owed to those who tirelessly seek to resolve the tragic effects of
environmental degradation on the lives of the world’s poorest.
Young people demand change. They wonder how anyone can
claim to be building a better future without thinking of the
environmental crisis and the sufferings of the excluded.”
As much as I wanted to jump into climate policy and nonprofit work as soon as I crossed paths with the people organizing Buffalo’s 2015 climate justice events, it did not happen
for a few more years because there were so few paid jobs
to do the work and the timing wasn’t right yet. Although I
was gearing up to pursue another environmental law and
policy-related job as soon as I got on the other side of my
divorce, I struggled to know what to look for. I was no longer licensed to practice law in the state I was now living in,
and because I had only worked as a lawyer for four years in
Texas, I did not meet New York’s five years of legal practice
requirement to gain a “reciprocity” license to practice law in
my new home state.
I was too emotionally exhausted to panic about something
as trivial as a job, so I took my time and focused on healing
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from the pain of divorce. As fate would have it, another environmental gig fell into my lap within a month.

Finding Environmental Consulting

While attempting to network with others and open up opportunities for myself in my new world, I attended a Cornell
alumni event at a local brewery. As fate would have it, I
crossed paths with Tom, a 1980s Cornell alum whom I had
known through my parents’ church and the swimming community for years.
Tom is an environmental consultant, which Career Explorer
defines as someone who “helps private and public sector clients address environmental issues and lower environmental
impact in areas such as water pollution, waste, management,
air quality, and soil contamination.” This definition is incomplete because in my experience, being an environmental
consultant is less about lowering environmental impact and
more about helping the client understand all project impacts
while navigating through the necessary environmental planning and permitting processes to make the project a reality.
Tom needed my help because he was dealing with an uptick
in family obligations, his company had been awarded multiple NEPA projects at once, and he did not have the capacity
to handle all the new work alone. Within two weeks, I was
working out of the Hamburg Public Library as an independent contractor for the consulting company Tom worked
for. I assessed and described the impacts of federal projects
through the NEPA process while rotating through spells of
grief over my divorce.
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Even though I initially felt like an impostor and worried I
had never been an environmental consultant before, I quickly
realized this work was incredibly similar to work I had done
at the law firm because NEPA came into play on nearly all
of those projects, too. Whenever the Service issues a permit
under the ESA, that is a federal action that must go through
the NEPA process, so it was easy for me to switch from being
the lawyer who reviewed NEPA documents to the consultant
who authored them in the first place. I already had a deep
understanding of the legal requirements and what makes a
good NEPA environmental review document, so my first
draft was already in compliance with the law instead of trying to make it all work after the fact.
After working as an independent contractor for a few months,
I transitioned to being a full-time “NEPA Specialist” and
signed a lease on a one-bedroom apartment in Buffalo, which
would become both my personal post-divorce healing sanctuary and home office at once.
One aspect of this work that had a deep personal sustainability impact on me is that for its entire twenty-year existence, the consulting company I worked for did not require
its employees to work in an office, conducted all of its business in a remote setting, and employed consultants that were
scattered in home offices across the country. It was through
this workplace setup, five years before the COVID-19 pandemic shifted many people and businesses to remote work,
that I learned the sustainability lesson that remote work is
possible and has the potential to be more sustainable than
commuting to an office. I no longer needed a car, office space,
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or my “business casual” wardrobe while I collaborated with
my colleagues around the country and still got my work done.

NEPA Work in Real Life

My new job opened my eyes to the enormous scale of environmental issues and how the US environmental law system intertwines with systems around the globe. We often
worked with the US Army Corp of Engineers. The Corps
is a branch of the United States Army that is in charge of
designing and building many federal infrastructure projects
including dams, levees, and canals. According to the “About”
page of its website, the Corps is “energizing the economy by
dredging America’s waterways to support the movement of
critical commodities and providing recreation opportunities
at our campgrounds, lakes, and marinas.”
As explained by Rodolfo Sabonge in his 2014 report to the
United Nations, ports and global trade flows were changing
in response to the Panama Canal Authority’s new expansion
project that deepened the Panama Canal bed and widened
its channel enough to add a new shipping lane. Now that the
Panama Canal was becoming deeper and wider, the shipping
industry built a new line of cargo ships called the New Panamax, which is one and a half times larger than the original
Panamax and carries twice as much cargo. In response to
the New Panamax ships joining the international shipping
fleet, many US ports made plans to deepen and widen their
channels to accommodate the larger ships. This has required
them to work through the environmental law and planning
permit processes, including NEPA, with the Corps.
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The impacts of the Panama Canal deepening and widening
project on my own work allowed me to deeply understand
the sustainability lesson that sustainability is much bigger
than what happens in the United States; it is also influenced
by the global economic and ecological systems.
Although I did work out of my apartment as a consultant,
most of my projects were on the West Coast, so I flew across
the country every month or so to meet with clients and project partners (not so sustainable!).
During one of those trips to Portland, I remember crossing
paths with an irritated homeless man in front of our hotel
while waiting for a taxi to get to a public NEPA meeting. My
co-workers ignored the man and looked away as he screamed
at us for being corporate pigs, while I remained facing him
calmly. When he turned away from me to yell at someone
else, his sleeping bag smacked me in the face. In that moment,
I could see and feel the contrast in privilege between my life
and those trying to survive on the streets every day. I also
remember feeling like I was alone to defend myself while my
colleagues ignored the situation and looked the other way.
Getting hit with that sleeping bag felt like getting hit with
the reality that once again, my work was unsustainable and
ineffective while the suffering of the Earth and the poor
increased with every passing day.
Although my work as a NEPA Specialist taught me so much
about how NEPA is implemented in real life and I felt like
my ideas, research, and writing were respected by both my
colleagues and clients, that sinking feeling that my work was
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not contributing to a more sustainable future nagged at me
every day. Even though I felt different than when I worked
as a lawyer at a Texas law firm or government agency, I was
still a part of the US environmental law system, which I knew
had been failing us all from the beginning.

Finding an Outlet in Podcasting

After working at the consulting company for a year, I received
an unexpected end-of-the-year bonus, which I used to purchase recording equipment to fulfill my plans to start a podcast. I had been listening to long-form interview podcasts
for years, but they were all hosted by men and did not talk
about environmental issues, so I wanted to bring out both
characteristics by creating and hosting a podcast of my own.
My decision to start the podcast coincided with the 2016
US presidential election, which had been heating up all year
and coming to a fever pitch at the exact time I bought the
equipment in November. I knew my day job was not enough
to foster sustainability, and I wanted to share conversations
with people who were working to “keep things alive.”
I started the Keeping Things Alive Podcast by recording my
first interview in December 2016 and then publishing a batch
of six episodes all together in April 2017. The podcast became
my after-work and weekend warrior project while I played
consultant during regular business hours. I began my first
season with six episodes, each one a long-form interview with
a “leader of the climate justice movement in Buffalo, NY,”
whom I had crossed paths with in 2015. I was impressed with
and refreshed by so many different organizations coming
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together and putting on events: labor, faith, Indigenous, environmental, academia, students, youth, and more. I wanted to
go back, talk to the people who had organized those events
in 2015, and hear how it went, what they learned, and how
they are doing today.
Making the Keeping Things Alive Podcast has been a journey
that I hope to cover in detail in a future book. Creating it
has connected me to people doing environmental work in
Buffalo, as well as people working on other connected issues
like mass incarceration, homelessness, poverty, and public
health. I still create new episodes of the Keeping Things Alive
Podcast with no plans to stop, although production ebbs and
flows with the amount of time and energy I can give to it. It is
a beautiful piece of art that I love making with other people
as I learn deep lessons about telling the truth, how to listen,
and how to share information and stories with others.

Foot Surgery Changes Everything

It’s amazing how often and long misperceptions can impact
behavior without the person knowing it. For the first thirty
years of my life, I told myself and everyone who cared to
listen that I was a clumsy person and bad runner. It was
true; just look at me! I would roll my ankle and fall flat on
my face at least once a month in school, at the grocery store,
on the lacrosse field, and any other place I decided to walk. I
was a great swimmer, but running exhausted me and hiking
was always hard. I must have had bad balance and didn’t pay
attention to where I was walking, right?
Wrong!
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In July 2016, I celebrated a friend’s birthday at a local bar in
Buffalo, had a few beers, and called a friend for a ride home.
As I walked out of the bar, I rolled my ankle on the uneven
sidewalk, fell to the ground, and let out a painful screech.
This time the pain was different and more intense than all
the other times my ankles had given way. Even though my
head was foggy from the beer, I knew this fall was significant
and different. I felt afraid and angry at myself for once again
being so clumsy.
“Ow! Ugh, I’ve done it this time. I’m in trouble. Ow! This is
bad; this is really bad.”
Once I got home, I did the RICE (Rest, Ice, Compression,
Elevation) method for a day or two and then went about my
life like nothing was wrong, despite the pins and needles I felt
in my ankle every time I took a step. I couldn’t walk much
farther than a mile. I pretended the pain in my foot didn’t
exist because addressing it would take time and attention,
which I was busy giving to my job, family, and podcast.
In April 2017, eight months after falling on the sidewalk, my
body began forcing me to face the fact that my left ankle was
impacting my ability to walk comfortably much farther than
a mile. I felt frustrated with myself for not healing and afraid
of the truth about what was actually wrong with my body,
but I could no longer pretend that I was alright. I finally saw
an orthopedic foot specialist, who immediately put me in a
clunky black medical boot and ordered an MRI. The results
I got back were shocking.
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The doctor explained that I was born with an “accessory
navicular” in my left foot, which is an extra bone on the
inside of the foot where the tendon attaches to the foot from
the ankle. My tendon was attached to my accessory navicular and then my foot by cartilage, so it was not as stable as
a normal foot where the tendon attaches to the foot bone
directly. I had been living with this condition for my entire
life without realizing it.
My stomach dropped. I couldn’t believe this diagnosis! For
so long I had given myself a hard time about being clumsy
or a slow runner, but I actually had a physical reason for the
difference between myself and other people. I only found out
about my invisible accessory navicular bone when I rolled
my ankle that fateful night and the injury happened at the
exact spot of the extra bone. Otherwise, I would still be disparaging myself for a problem I didn’t understand and that
was outside of my control.
Unfortunately, to stabilize my foot and relieve the pain, I
needed two consecutive surgeries. The doctor performed the
“Kidner procedure” by removing my extra bone and reattaching my tendon to where it was supposed to be in the first
place. After I healed from my first surgery, I got a second
ligament reconstruction surgery to address the damage that
had been done by rolling my ankles for so many years.
I felt a lot of fear and apprehension about undergoing two
consecutive foot surgeries, but I also didn’t have a choice if I
wanted to walk without pain ever again. I made some unexpected adjustments in my life to set myself up for healing,
including moving back in with my parents, re-homing my
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dog with my aunt, and altering my remote work setup so I
could work in bed. None of this was fun for me at the time,
but it was all necessary for my future, which I wanted to
include my ability to walk.
I got my first foot surgery in June 2017 and the second one a
month later. The pain was excruciating at times, but nothing
was worse than the mental and emotional frustrations of not
being able to walk at all while I healed. I relied on friends
and family, bought some fancy crutches with shocks in the
armpits, and learned to glide around stores and parking
lots on a knee scooter. By the time October rolled around,
physical therapy was taking hold and I was able to walk on
my own again. The years since have been a slow and steady
progression of more walking, more strength, and less pain.
While I recovered, I had a lot of down time where it was
impossible for me to go anywhere or do anything that
required mobility. I had to rest and heal and lay in my bed
for four solid months. I did half of a cross-stitch project that
I will finish one day I swear, binge-watched the sixty-five-episode-long British television show Merlin, read books, and
fantasized about what I would do when I could finally walk
again. I was also getting a lot of hints from the news and my
work projects that the Earth’s larger systems were acting up
and causing a lot of damage around the world, while industrial activities continued harming the Earth at a break-neck
pace.
It has been over four years since my summer of foot surgeries,
and I am happy to say I can now walk as far as I want without
pain. I am so grateful that I have the stability in my foot and
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balance in my entire body so I do not roll my ankles or fall
anymore. I can walk as far as I want without intentionally
thinking about it. I am also wide-eyed sober knowing that I
spent so much of my life being mean to myself for an invisible
physical condition I didn’t know I had and had no control
over in the first place. I learned a deep sustainability lesson
that making assumptions causes harm and there is value in
getting past those assumptions to face the truth.

Moving On (Again)

Recovering from foot surgery was one of many reasons that
led me to changing jobs once again. I remember taking a
week off work to recover from my second surgery, finally
getting back to work in my bed-turned-office, and reading a report on the government researching the effects of
underwater explosives on fish. The study consisted of trapping year-old, farm-raised salmon in a cage, detonating an
explosive underwater near the cage, bringing the cage back to
the surface, euthanizing the salmon, observing their bodies
to “see what happened,” and then categorizing the various
violent effects on their bodies. I was supposed to use this
report to document the effects on the fish living near my bedrock-blasting project in another waterbody. I was horrified.
During this same time, Hurricanes Harvey, Maria, and
Irma raged to the South and destroyed places and people
I care about. I witnessed how the impacts of industrialization in the form of climate change were destroying people’s
homes and lives before my very eyes. The combination of
healing from surgery while stuck in bed, reading psychotic
government reports related to my job, and knowing the
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currently destructive hurricanes were going to get worse
over time led me to try something drastic: work for a nonprofit organization.
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CHAPTER 8

Nonprofit Organizations
“Our sympathies and interests are a lot more complicated than
the economists or environmentalists always seem to think.”
M ic h a e l P ol l a n, S e c o n d Nat u r e : A
G a r de n e r’s E duc at ion (19 91)
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Although my next job on staff at a Buffalo-based nonprofit
organization did not require me to understand any environmental laws, I helped the organization work with others
across New York State to pass a new climate law in 2019.
The Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act
(CLCPA) is personal because I watched it go from a campaign launch party in December 2015 to an official law in
2019. New York State is still working on implementing the
CLCPA and much more will come from this law in the future,
but here are some basic details about where it stands as of
this writing in 2022.

Getting to Know the New York Climate
Leadership and Community Protection Act

Law: New York Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA)

Date Established: passed on June 20, 2019; signed into law
on July 18, 2019.
Major Players: New York Climate Action Council (NYCAC),
NY Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC),
New York State Energy Research Development Authority
(NYSERDA, pronounced “nigh-sir-duh”), New York Governor’s Office, all New York State agencies, nonprofit organizations in New York State, local governments in New York
State, and businesses in New York State have various roles to
play in and around the CLCPA.
Purpose: The overall goal of the CLCPA is to eliminate the
GHG emissions caused by humans in New York State by 2050.
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Major Features:
• With an overall target of net zero (100 percent) GHG
emissions, the CLCPA mandates an 85 percent reduction in GHG emissions from 1990 levels by 2050, with
an interim target of a 40 percent reduction by 2030. This
mandate covers all sectors of the economy, including electricity and fuels that are imported from other states. To
reach the target of net zero emissions, the CLCPA allows
for any remaining emissions beyond 85 percent to be
directly reduced or offset through projects that remove
GHGs from the atmosphere.
• Requires 70 percent of all of New York’s electricity come
from renewable sources by 2030 and 100 percent by 2040.
• Additional renewable energy requirements:
– 9,000 megawatts (MW) of offshore wind must be
installed by 2035.
– 6,000 MW of solar energy must be installed by 2025.
– A statewide goal of reducing energy consumption
by 185 trillion British thermal units (BTUs) from
the state’s 2025 forecast through energy efficiency
improvements.
– 3,000 MW of energy storage capacity must be
installed to serve New Yorkers by 2030.
• Forms the NYCAC, a twenty-two-member committee
tasked with preparing a Scoping Plan and Climate Action
Plan to achieve the CLCPA’s GHG emissions goals in the
areas of transportation; energy intensive and trade-exposed industries; land use and local government; energy
efficiency and housing; power generation; and agriculture
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and forestry. The NYDEC and NYSERDA co-lead the
NYCAC.
• Forms the Climate Justice Working Group, Environmental Justice Advisory Group, and Just Transition Working Group to focus on addressing environmental justice
issues while informing and supporting the work of the
NYCAC.
• Requires at least 35 to 40 percent of the CLCPA’s benefits
to go to historically “disadvantaged communities.”
• Requires the NYDEC and the New York Public Service
Commission to establish binding rules and regulations
to ensure compliance with all CLCPA requirements.
Notes:
• Passing the CLCPA required a lot of compromises, so
many of the labor protection and environmental justice provisions that advocacy groups had in the original bill were watered down or deleted from the final law.
Although there are still environmental justice requirements such as the formation of working groups, identifying “disadvantaged communities,” and directing benefits
toward those communities, the explicit and material benefits were eliminated while the possibility of funding in
the future remains.
• All New York State agencies as well as county governments and other local municipalities are redoing their
plans and procedures to comply with the CLCPA now
and into the future, so a lot of new planning, community
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meetings, and logistics have been happening since the
law passed in 2019.
• In March 2022, the Climate Justice Working Group
released its draft criteria to identify disadvantaged communities. As explained in NYSERDA’s March 9, 2022
press release, these criteria will be used to direct clean
energy and the economic opportunities that come with
this energy transition toward communities who have
been left behind and overburdened by additional pollution and lack of investment in their community. Many
local governments and nonprofit organizations located
in and around these communities are planning to tap
into these resources, but it remains to be seen how the
process will work.
• As announced by New York Governor Kathy Hochul in
her 2022 State of the State address, a handful of large-scale
offshore wind farm projects are being planned in 2022 to
meet the CLCPA requirement that 9,000 MW of offshore
wind must be installed to benefit New Yorkers by 2035.
• The CLCPA requires an overhaul of the state’s entire economic system, which means all New York State agencies,
utility companies, and local governments must do a lot
more work to comply. Although this type of work and
thinking is necessary for a more sustainable future, they
are already struggling to keep up with their current work.
The idea that traditionally extractive and overburdened
entities will be able to be innovative and resilient while
complying with the CLCPA is ridiculous.
• The funding mechanism to effectively implement the
CLCPA is missing, so the environmental advocacy groups
that pushed to pass the CLCPA are now fighting to pass
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follow-up legislation that specifically addresses financing.
They want the largest GHG polluters in the state to pay
for the major economic transformation that the CLCPA
requires.
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It’s time to tell my adult Santa Claus story, which involves
me loving, working for, and ultimately leaving the work of
Buffalo’s climate justice nonprofit community.
This chapter of my life is excruciating for me to revisit
because this is where I learned that my work as a volunteer
board member for a local chapter of an old, mostly White,
national nonprofit (Nonprofit A) and salaried staffer for a
young, diverse, local nonprofit (Nonprofit B) was not what
I thought it was when I originally signed on. Despite both
organizations being mission-oriented to support sustainability, I found both to be exaggerating their effectiveness,
overcommitted, and way more talk than action.
I am still connected to Buffalo’s nonprofit world because
many people I love remain involved and I want to implement effective sustainability solutions with them. Because
this book reflects my commitment to the hard work of speaking up after being silent throughout many seasons of my life,
I know it is important for me to explain what I experienced
during this time.
Looking back, when I joined the Nonprofit A board followed
by the Nonprofit B staff, I believed in the Santa Claus fantasy that all the nonprofit organizations I crossed paths with
during the 2015 climate justice events in Buffalo were doing
the important work of fighting environmental degradation
on behalf of the Earth and the poor. My faith in both organizations having the ability to effectively address our current
environmental degradation trends has eroded away due to
many disappointments over time. I continue to digest the
nauseating sustainability lesson that nonprofit organizations
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are an unsustainable arm of the US government with little
inherent power, designed to halfway address those problems
that the government cares the least about.
Although I must be kind to myself because I know I was
fed a healthy portion of gaslighting (i.e., lies) before, during,
and after my time with both Nonprofit A and Nonprofit B,
I blame myself for getting involved in the first place. I hope
that by telling my story of what happened while working at
two nonprofits I gave my time, energy, and ideas to, people
who pursue this type of work so they can “help” (and feel
better about themselves) will think twice about the harm they
may be unintentionally and unknowingly causing.

Connecting to Buffalo Nonprofits

I had been crossing paths with Buffalo nonprofit staffers
and members at many climate events since moving back to
Western New York in 2015, but it wasn’t until late 2017 that I
started officially working for one. While I was working for
the consulting company and before I worked for Nonprofit
B, I focused on contributing to the climate justice movement
by volunteering for Nonprofit A because it appeared to be
the best fit for a middle-aged, White, environmental lawyer
like me.
Within a few months of showing up regularly to Nonprofit
A meetings, I became a board member. In a predictable turn
of gender roles, I became the secretary and responsible for
taking notes. I never mind taking notes because I believe that
putting conversation into words is a powerful role that I’ve
always enjoyed, despite it being a stereotypically female job.
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My efforts with Nonprofit A were all voluntary activities that
could never become my day job because there are no paid
Nonprofit A staff in Buffalo. All the board members volunteer their time, a paid regional staff person provides the
group with some support, and every once in a while, a small
grant pays for a part time, temporary intern. I have always
lamented the lack of people power that comes from this setup
because it is a privilege to volunteer and most people do not
have the time to participate.
It also frustrated me that this group of mostly retired Nonprofit A volunteers was trying to influence environmental
policy and bring environmental lawsuits against corporate
industry that had lawyers and lobbyists with six-figure salaries and inside information fighting for them 24/7. The fight
has never been fair and Nonprofit A is set up to lose lawsuits
and policy fights almost every time, but they keep going at
it anyway.
The local Nonprofit A’s base consisted of literally thousands
of members who paid their dues, but only a handful of
those members showed up to meetings or took meaningful
action to further the mission. Eventually I resigned from the
Nonprofit A board in mid-2018 because I was tired of the
never-ending talk and ghost members without meaningful
results. My main sustainability lesson from my time with
Nonprofit A is that a group of intellectual people talking
about environmental issues and then following them up with
conferences, reports, and more meetings will never bring
about sustainability.
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To rewind back to fall 2017, I was living with my parents
while in physical therapy re-learning how to walk, making
podcast episodes, and grieving the devastating effects of Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria on people and places I loved.
I had lost all hope in environmental law and was desperately
searching for new ways to effectively address our ever-worsening environmental degradation crisis. I was at my wit’s
end and in a deep despair about the lack of action around
climate change and how poor, Black, Brown, and Indigenous
people around the globe were already suffering disproportionate impacts compared to more privileged people like me
(and then there are classes of capitalists, industrialists, and
technocrats in the more privileged classes above me who
won’t suffer for even longer while billionaires attempt a futile
escape to Mars).
I remember telling my dad while recovering from foot surgery that “I need to make a drastic change. I don’t know what
it is yet, but I have to work on something more meaningful
and useful than consulting.”
In late 2017, I attended a Great Lakes Heal Our Waters Conference in Buffalo as a representative of Nonprofit A and ran
into Nonprofit B staff members attending the conference and
presenting on a handful of panels. I spoke with one of the
senior staff members about issues with being a woman in the
workplace as well as the problems with volunteering for nonprofits and not getting paid. At the end of our conversation,
she asked if I wanted a job as a grant writer because Nonprofit B had an open position. I immediately jumped at the
opportunity and waited a few months while going through
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the interview process and winding down my consulting job
so my new, purposeful job at Nonprofit B could start.
I didn’t have a dramatic exit from my consulting job because
the work that the company hired me for two years earlier
was more or less over. I’m sure my boss shook his head at
my decision to leave and work at a nonprofit organization
with more red tape and half the salary, but he knew by that
point that I was not motivated by money. While needing a
salary in the first place has everything to do with paying my
student loans and buying a house, money has never been
my core motivation to work any of these jobs. Every time I
accept a job, I want my ideas to be heard, used, and ultimately
effective at reducing harm to the Earth and people.
Looking back, Nonprofit B was where I projected my naive
hope that on-the-ground organizations already exist and
have been building a better future while I struggled through
my various professional environmental law gigs of the past.
After years of searching for meaningful work followed by disappointments, I believed I had finally found my place to do
effective environmental work with like-minded co-workers
for the entirety of my career.
In my moment of despair about the climate and environmental degradation crisis, I barged past all the red flags, delayed
interview process, and history of numerous employee resignations and firings because I wanted to contribute my knowledge, skill set, and experience to real climate action work.
Nothing was stopping me, not even reality.
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I believed that Nonprofit B was what it held itself out to be
in public: full of smart, dedicated people who decided to
collaborate with one another and the broader community to
build the world they wanted to see. From my distant point of
view, I saw an organization fulfilling a mission that would
lead to a better future for us all.
Although kernels of truth and experimental demonstration
projects supported my assumptions, the more I learned on
the job, the more I realized that despite Nonprofit B having
times of great prosperity and community collaboration in
the past, so much of it was smoke and mirrors by the time
I arrived.

Grants and the CLCPA

The day before my development specialist (i.e., grant writer)
interview, I read an online news article announcing that the
original co-founder of Nonprofit B was stepping down as
executive director (ED) and there was a nationwide search for
the organization’s next ED. I brought this up in my interview
and asked how being the grant writer would be affected by
the ED transition because the ED was to be my direct supervisor. I don’t remember the answer, but once I started work,
I learned quickly that my job was to facilitate the organization’s grant writing and reporting processes during the ED
transition. This transition did not go smoothly.
Indeed.com defines “grant writer” as someone who is
“responsible for finding funding opportunities for an organization and writing polished proposals to earn grant money.
Their duties include researching deadlines, drafting grant
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requests, and submitting reports for approval.” Grants are
lump sums of money distributed to nonprofit organizations
with a 501(c)(3) IRS tax classification over a specified amount
of time by a private or government funder. Grant cycles have
an end date, and many grants are one-time offers, which
leads to an endless cycle of nonprofit organizations applying
for more and more grants to run programs, keep current staff,
and potentially hire more staff in the future. Many government agencies charged with implementing environmental
laws develop funding programs to support their missions,
which is how nonprofit organizations get tied up in the problems with environmental law too.
I attempted to manage the logistics and drama surrounding
millions of dollars’ worth of grants as one person during
Nonprofit B’s first leadership change in its history. My
responsibilities were truly the job of an entire department,
and I deeply struggled alone while barely keeping the grants
afloat. With no central system of grant organization, I tried
to implement one to keep track of the various grant tasks
that included applying for new grants, reporting on old ones,
and managing the unique requirements and online portals
for each funder. The process was tedious, frustrating, and
clearly the product of years of others trying and failing before
me. I still do not understand why more people in leadership
positions did not support me throughout this monumental,
mission-critical job.
I quickly noticed that many of the grants that Nonprofit B
applied for and received were causing all sorts of internal and
external issues because grants create an endless cycle of competition, scarcity, and labor-induced anxiety that people’s
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jobs depend on. Most of Nonprofit B’s office-dwelling and
senior staff members had salaried jobs, while the youth
organizers in the more public roles only received temporary hourly wages and volunteer members got paid nothing
at all. By the end of my first year at Nonprofit B, I could feel
a deep tension and pressure around money throughout the
organization. It was here that I learned the sustainability
lesson that the grant cycle causes tension within nonprofit
organizations while decreasing their ability to fulfill their
missions and be effective.
I remember wanting to help Nonprofit B get as much money
as possible because I naively believed that if I could relieve
the pressure of finding and maintaining a solid stream of
grant money, Nonprofit B’s community organizers, policy
experts, and workforce trainers could focus on their actual
work and we could all build a better world together.
I was so wrong.
One of the best (and now painful) parts about my job is that
I wrote many grants on sustainability-related subjects that I
deeply cared about. Nonprofit B’s Organizing Department
advocated for a non-extractive transition from fossil fuels
to renewable energy sources and new approaches to training community organizers that is aligned with the Earth’s
natural processes.
Around this same time, adrienne maree brown published
Emergent Strategy: Shaping Change, Changing Worlds, which
many of Nonprofit B’s organizing department staff read and
implemented into their trainings. I fell in love with brown’s
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approaches to making change by incorporating the lessons
of nature into a better, more healing future for us all. These
Earth-based messages resonated with me, showed up in Nonprofit B’s organizing work, and I incorporated the principles
into Nonprofit B’s grant applications. My grant applications
spread this knowledge to funders, too.
A large focus of my grant writing at Nonprofit B was to
support the passage of state-level climate justice legislation
through a statewide coalition of New York organizations
called NYRenews. I had attended Buffalo’s NYRenews launch
party in December 2015 and had a personal passion to help
pass what we all called the Climate and Community Protection Act (CCPA). I believed in the importance of passing
this law because it codified and addressed humanity’s need
to move away from fossil fuel energy sources and repair the
historic harm that climate injustice continues to disproportionately place on many poor, Black, Brown, and Indigenous
communities. I advocated for passing the CCPA in Keeping
Things Alive Podcast interviews, on five-hour bus trips to
Albany with Nonprofit B and NYRenews partners, and while
writing grant applications.
After years of organizing, lobbying, direct actions, letters to
the editor, and immense people pressure, in June 2019 New
York passed an altered version of the law, the CLCPA, which
is summarized at the beginning of this chapter.
Writing new grants, especially those that focused on addressing climate change, came easy to me because I was so passionate about the subject and deeply believed that the people
working at Nonprofit B had the ability to organize people
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to make the changes the people in the community so desperately needed. In some ways, I was correct. One of the
hardest parts about this story is that most people working at
Nonprofit B were honestly trying to do the right thing, but
money, hurt feelings, and politics I will never understand
got in the way.
After a year of writing grants, I noticed that the projects to
foster sustainability that Nonprofit B claimed to be an expert
on were not as solid as I believed and had already written
about in grant applications. While doing this work, I learned
the deeply infuriating sustainability lesson that despite what
they say in public and on funding applications, nonprofit
organizations do not have the power and are not even close
to bringing about sustainability at scale.
The more I learned about how what I was writing in grant
applications wasn’t being implemented in real life, the angrier
and more frustrated I became. Nonprofit B did not have the
solutions I naively believed they did, and I was heartbroken,
but not ready to completely leave. How could I give up on an
organization that gave me so much hope?
It took me over a year to accept that my role as Nonprofit
B’s grant writer was harming the community that Nonprofit
B claimed to serve, my fellow co-workers, the Earth, and
ultimately me. I would overexert myself and work overtime
without additional pay to meet deadlines and keep everything afloat, which negatively impacted my mental health.
I decided to resign as grant writer after a national climate
equity funder put out a call for grant applications and two
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climate justice-focused nonprofits in Buffalo (one of them
being Nonprofit B) applied for the same pot of money. Instead
of collaborating on the grant like the funder requested, the
two organizations submitted separate applications and
neither won the grant. The money went to organizations
in another city, leaving Buffalo, one of the most impoverished cities in America, out $250,000 worth of funds that
would have been directed at collaboratively addressing the
inequities of climate change. I felt like a tool for working
unpaid overtime to submit this grant application on behalf
of Nonprofit B at the expense of the other organization. We
all ended up losing.
A few minutes after submitting the ill-fated climate equity
grant application, I walked into the ED’s office and told her
that I was resigning from the grant writer position. I don’t
remember what I said to her out loud, but internally, I had
decided I would no longer use my time, energy, or intellect as
a weapon to fight for money, especially when it was ultimately
ineffective and not solving anyone’s problems, including the
Earth’s. This climate equity grant retaught me a sustainability
lesson I’d already learned: competition, this time through
grants, is unsustainable.

Community Energy Planning to Implement the
CLCPA

The toxic part about me resigning from Nonprofit B’s grant
writer position is that I did not leave the organization for
another year. I was not ready to admit I was wrong or give
up on my dream of working on climate justice issues with
Nonprofit B and its people, so I took an open, temporary
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position as community energy planner in another department. Nonprofit B had previously received a large grant from
a national foundation to do community energy planning
work and about six months remained in the grant cycle to
put together a community energy plan for the surrounding
neighborhood and meet the grant deliverables.
I valiantly (and once again naively) stepped into the community energy planner role and spent the next six months walking through landmines and working crazy hours to create
what we called a “community energy roadmap.” Although we
did not have time to create a full energy plan, we did assess
the baseline energy-related conditions of the neighborhood
and create a digital “storymap” to share our work online.
Being Nonprofit B’s community energy planner was a difficult role that I was not fully prepared for, but I had more
help than I received in my grant writer role and many parts
of it felt like genuine and important climate justice work. I
am grateful for the help I received from four “community
energy workers” who gave me the most direct support. They
received an hourly wage to distribute energy surveys doorto-door in the middle of winter followed by helping me
assemble the roadmap. Additional community volunteers
spent their weekends going door-to-door helping us get the
energy surveys filled out. Students from a local university
and additional Nonprofit B staff assisted with training, providing community data, and helping us all effectively canvas
the neighborhood throughout the process.
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Leaving for Good

Although the community energy planning work was meaningful for me, I ended up leaving Nonprofit B in March
2020, three months before the project ended. I had reached
a breaking point in my patience with the organization, my
supervisor, and how they were both incorrectly describing
my work in meetings without me. The CLCPA instructs New
York State agencies, authorities, and entities to invest their
resources so that “disadvantaged communities” receive 40
percent of overall benefits of spending on clean energy and
energy efficiency programs, projects, or investments. I feared
that Nonprofit B would use the community energy roadmap
as a basis to get more funding from the CLCPA in the future.
Although I want disadvantaged communities, including the
community where Nonprofit B is located, to receive enough
money to compensate for all the systemic inequities they
have suffered and continue to endure, after working there, I
lost faith in Nonprofit B being the vehicle to make it happen.
In addition to my issues with Nonprofit B acting like its God’s
gift to disadvantaged communities when it’s not, I became
disgusted with the pattern of Nonprofit B treating different
members of its staff in shockingly inequitable ways. I naively
expected this workplace to be supportive and fair to its workers no matter their race, gender, age, or title because that
is the culture Nonprofit B projects to the public. Instead, I
witnessed my White, college-educated, former lawyer, money-generating, grant writer self receiving more power, respect,
and patience than many of my co-workers with less privilege.
I submitted my letter of resignation to Nonprofit B on March
4, 2020. Fewer than three days later, all employees received
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stay-at-home orders in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Much like the other sectors of our global economy, the nonprofit world and Nonprofit B have never been the same since.
The community energy workers and members of the organizing team finished the roadmap project without me.
At the moment I resigned, my plan was to begin studying
for the New York Bar Exam, take the test in July, become a
licensed attorney in New York State, and begin practicing law
in Buffalo. The COVID-19 pandemic and healing from the
trauma I experienced at my past jobs had other plans for me.
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CHAPTER 9

Pandemic Pause
“One of the great liabilities of history is that all too many people
fail to remain awake through great periods of social change.
Every society has its protectors of the status quo and its fraternities of the indifferent who are notorious for sleeping through
revolutions. But today our very survival depends on our ability
to stay awake, to adjust to new ideas, to remain vigilant and
to face the challenge of change.”
M a rt i n Lu t h e r K i ng J r . , W h e r e D o W e G o
f rom H e r e : C h ao s or C om m u n i t y ? (19 6 8)
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The COVID-19 pandemic created global change and a lot
of soup.
There is no law summary in this chapter because during the
start of the 2020 pandemic, my career plans went out the
window while I adapted to our new virus-hampered society and slowly planned my next move. During this time, I
became good at the personal sustainability practice of supporting my body, immune system, and loved ones by making
chicken noodle soup from scratch. Rather than summarize
another environmental law that I was not paying attention
to at the time, here are step-by-step instructions on how I
use every part of a rotisserie chicken to make chicken noodle
soup while sharing the scraps with my happy dog.
The following is my method for making chicken noodle soup,
which has been adapted from the “Ultra-Satisfying Chicken
Noodle Soup” recipe from the food blog Inspired Taste:

Overview of Making Chicken Noodle Soup
Ingredients:

• Whole rotisserie chicken (buy at the store, roast in your
oven, or pressure cook in an Instant Pot)
• Broth (or buy three quarts of chicken stock):
– Two carrots
– One large onion
– Two celery stalks
– Two to four garlic cloves
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– Variety of herbs (more if fresh or less if dried): parsley,
thyme, rosemary, bay leaves, etc.
– Salt and pepper to taste
– Two teaspoons apple cider vinegar
– Filtered water
• Chicken noodle soup:
– One large onion
– Two large carrots
– Two celery stalks
– Four cloves garlic
– Two bay leaves
– Half teaspoon dried thyme (or three sprigs fresh)
– Two tablespoons melted butter
– Eight cups chicken broth (that you hopefully made
the day before, but can substitute with store-bought)
– Five ounces egg noodles
– One and a half cups cubed chicken (from the rotisserie chicken)
Directions:
1. One day before you want the soup, buy a rotisserie chicken
at the grocery store. You can also cook a whole chicken in
your oven or Instant Pot, but I find it easier (and surprisingly cheaper) to buy one that is already cooked.
2. One day before you want the soup, disassemble the rotisserie chicken. Cube and save the meat in one container
(use one and a half cups for the soup and the rest for
another meal of your choice), place skin and non-bone
scraps for the dog in another container (or everything but
the meat can go into a slow cooker). Add the bones and
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every other remaining part into a slow cooker. My slow
cooker is the “normal” 4.5-quart size.
3. One day before you want to make the soup, make the
broth in the slow cooker. On top of the chicken bones in
the slow cooker, add about two carrots, one large onion,
and two celery stalks cut into large chunks. Add a few
garlic cloves cut in quarters. Then add some herbs and
spices to taste: parsley (fresh is amazing), salt, pepper,
and one or two bay leaves. Fill the slow cooker up with
water. Add two tablespoons of apple cider vinegar because
it extracts minerals and nutrients from the bones. Cook
on low for sixteen to twenty-four hours. I like to time
the broth so it is done around the time I am making the
chicken noodle soup.
4. Chop the vegetables that will be going into the soup and
place them in a bowl: one large onion, two large carrots,
and two stalks of celery.
5. Assemble the spices that will be going into the soup and
place them into another bowl: four cloves of minced garlic, two bay leaves, and a half teaspoon of dried thyme
(substitute with three sprigs fresh).
6. Cook the vegetables for five to six minutes in two tablespoons of melted butter in a large soup pot or Dutch oven.
7. Add the spices and cook while stirring around the pan
for about one minute.
8. Strain and pour the chicken stock into the pot. My 4.5quart slow cooker makes around eight cups of broth,
which is the exact amount that you need (it’s okay if there
is more). You’re also welcome to add eight cups of storemade broth and skip steps one through three, but there
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are more sustainability benefits from completing all of
the steps. Add salt and pepper to taste. Bring the soup
to a boil.
9. Add in five ounces of egg noodles (or pasta of choice).
Cook the noodles in the boiling broth for as long as the
directions specify (six to ten minutes) and then remove
the pot from the stove. Taste one more time and add salt
and pepper if needed.
10. Serve and enjoy! This soup goes great with chopped up
fresh parsley and oyster crackers.
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Given the whiplash, anger, and sadness I had just experienced
after giving up on my Santa Claus fantasy of doing effective
sustainability work at Nonprofit B, I needed a break to heal,
which the COVID-19 pandemic provided in ways I never
thought possible.
While a large majority of the humans of the world went into
quarantine and stopped their normal activities at the start of
the pandemic, the Earth’s systems responded to this remarkable break in industrialization. For a brief moment, air pollution lessened while people noticed wildlife roaming empty
city streets and swimming in waterways for the first time in
decades. As reported by ABC News in March 2020 and BBC
News in April 2020, the Venice Grand Canal became clear
enough to see fish swimming underwater, cougars emerged
on the streets of Santiago, Chile, flamingos appeared in Albania in record numbers, and more.
I felt a similar phenomenon happening in my own life as I
finally had the space to heal and explore a more sustainable
path forward that supports myself and the Earth.
Because the pandemic cancelled my plans to take the New
York Bar Exam that year, I decided to take a major life pause,
cash out my retirement savings, help loved ones survive
quarantine, grow herbs and vegetables, cook my own food,
and move forward with intention. This season of my life is
much more inward-focused than the others because I had
so much time to myself while the world was adjusting to the
new COVID-19 conditions. I finally had the rare opportunity to live exactly how I wanted without the constraints of
a boss or roommates, so I went all-in on incorporating the
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sustainability practices that I had been slowly learning and
integrating into my life ever since I survived the flu in 2013.
It just so happens that all these practices support a healthy
immune system, which is our first line of defense against getting sick from many illnesses, including the COVID-19 virus.
The most exciting part about me taking this time to implement my ideal personal sustainability practices into my jobfree life for longer than a three-day weekend is that it showed
that my theories on the benefits of implementing personal
sustainability practices like gardening, cooking, and resting
when my body needs it are real for myself and therefore other
humans. I healed from my recent expectation hangover and
adjusted to a new world of masks, quarantine, food shortages,
and full hospitals using the personal sustainability practices
I had been trying to fit into and around my work schedule for
years. By focusing on these practices without the stress of a
job, I stayed healthy and grounded myself into better clarity
about my path forward.
My alternative ways of living in the face of massive global
change were effective! This “Pandemic Pause” experience
taught me the sustainability lesson that even if my personal
sustainability practices do not foster sustainability at scale,
they support individual strength and have a collective ripple
effect that can give us the capacity to build a sustainable
future together.

Just Stop

In the days after resigning from working at Nonprofit B, my
mind focused on taking the New York Bar Exam despite the
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newly emerging COVID-19 pandemic because I have been
conditioned to participating in the rat race while avoiding
large gaps in my resume. My drive to take the bar exam only
lasted a week because in light of the pandemic, New York
canceled its summer bar exam, switched to a remote test, and
only allowed recent law school graduates to take the exam
that fall. I had to face the reality that my plans for my next
work move as a New York environmental lawyer had to wait.
After the possibility of being a licensed lawyer in my home
state ended for the foreseeable future, my immediate reaction
was to find a new source of income. It took a few weeks of me
panic-searching for my next job before I finally accepted that
I needed to do what I wanted all companies, governments,
nonprofit organizations, and people to do to actually foster
sustainability for once: just stop.
And stop is what I did. I cashed out the 401(k)s I had accumulated at my previous jobs, budgeted out my savings, and committed to living as sustainably and intentionally as possible in
my tiny corner of the world for the next six to eight months.
I had a rare opportunity to my heal from my past, adjust to
the new world that the pandemic was creating before my eyes,
and take more time to find my next job.
Stopping is so simple, and yet I have struggled with implementing the concept my entire life, which I see reflected in
most people I know and our society at large. It is hard to
admit that something is not working, especially when that
something has been such an important idea to my past self.
I have had hard work, productivity, and time management
ingrained in me from a strict upbringing, high expectations
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in the classroom, and law school student loan debt hanging
over my life for more than a decade.
A big part of my fear of stopping comes from not wanting to
give up control to others I believe will not do as good of a job
as me, whether that is true or not. Stopping to sit with my
own emotions, failures, and internal critic telling me I suck
is always uncomfortable when it is happening. Still, nothing
has been more effective at helping me face my past, forgive
myself, and continue living with confidence and joy.
This moment of my life and my decision to take a deep break
in the face of uncertainty cemented the sustainability lesson
that it is important to stop after upheaval and take a pause
to make better, more sustainable decisions moving forward.

Sleep and Rest When I Need It

Rest and sleep without limits helped me immensely during
my 2020 Pandemic Pause. I was able to incorporate my longtime sustainability lesson that it is important to give my body
and mind the ability to access the benefits of the full human
sleep cycle so I am less emotionally reactive, have the ability
to face difficult societal and personal situations with grace,
and stay healthy.
Now that I finally had the time to ground myself, feel my
feelings, and pay attention to my thoughts, I noticed that
my body felt achy and exhausted, while my mind continued
to replay what had happened to me at Nonprofit B while
making predictions about how the COVID-19 pandemic and
environmental degradation would continue changing our
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world (DOOM!). At that point, I had been sacrificing sleep
and my overall wellbeing to perform better at my jobs and get
more done for years. This was not a good physical or mental
state for me to be in during a pandemic because when I am
stressed and exhausted, I make poor decisions and am more
likely to get sick.
One of the first sustainability practices I incorporated during
my Pandemic Pause was to give myself permission to sleep as
much as my body needed. I have enjoyed sleep my entire life,
but I began prioritizing it as a personal health practice after
taking a Psychology 101 course in college. My Psychology 101
professor, Dr. James B. Maas, is a longtime sleep scientist who
specializes in the psychological and physical benefits of sleep.
Dr. Maas wrote a book called Power Sleep: The Revolutionary Program that Prepares your Mind for Peak Performance
in 1998. He has spent much of his life teaching people how
they go through five different sleep stages each night, and
each stage supports the brain and body in processing what
happened the day before while preparing them for the next.
Although there are some rare exceptions, humans need eight
hours of continuous sleep each night to receive the full range
of benefits from a full sleep cycle.
I am a rare person who has been doing my best to get a full
eight hours of sleep each night for my entire adult life, but
by the time 2020 rolled around, I was not close to meeting
that goal and there was a lot of rest and recovering for me
to do. During this Pandemic Pause, I did not set an alarm
in the morning for the first time since high school and let
myself sleep in every day. When I gave myself permission to
sleep as long as I wanted to, I slept closer to ten hours each
17 2
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night and often added in an afternoon nap, too. I envisioned
myself hibernating and incubating my body so it could heal
and reset itself for the future.

Growing and Cooking My Own Food

One winter evening in 2017, I was a guest on a Buffalo State
College radio show to talk about the Keeping Things Alive
Podcast and my environmental law background. The host
asked me what advice I would give to people who want to
help the Earth. I think he expected me to tell the listeners that
they should join an environmental nonprofit organization
and start writing letters to the editor advocating for electric
vehicles, but instead I answered, “Build a garden, grow vegetables and herbs, and use what you grow in your cooking.”
My response is still the same today.
During this Pandemic Pause, I worked with my neighbor,
who is also a good friend, to build a raised bed garden in the
side yard of our six-unit apartment building. I had taken a
“community gardener” class at the Sustainable Food Center
in Austin, Texas, years before, and still had the instructions
on how to construct a simple wooden raised bed garden, add
in a mixture of dirt that would grow vegetables well, plant
seedlings from the local plant store, and start growing a portion of our food. There was already one raised bed garden in
our yard that my parents helped me install four years prior,
and we added an additional one so we could start the process
together and grow more food.
By making this second garden with my neighbor, we lessened the work and increased the fun by sharing gardening
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duties with one another. We were already friends, but this
experience brought us closer because we had a physical project that we were building and achieving together. We were
outside a lot, which gave us the opportunity to talk to our
neighbors when they would stop and ask us what we were
up to as they walked by. In a world of quarantine and social
distancing before vaccines became available, building and
working in our garden was one of my best social tools. I
learned the sustainability lesson that cooperative activities
that involve building something mutually beneficial for all
involved is a great way to strengthen relationships, especially
in difficult times.
To be honest, our garden did not produce much food that
year and then we both moved out of our apartments the following year. Although we have multiple theories about why
the plants stayed small and low on vegetables, one physical
mistake we understood quickly is that we built the garden
next to the side of the house and near too many trees, so it
did not get as much sun as it needed throughout the day. The
plants still grew, flowered, and produced some vegetables, but
they were all small and we did not save on our grocery bills
at all. Luckily, I was already producing food from the other
raised bed garden with better sun coverage, so we were still
able to enjoy some fruits of our labor.
I have been growing herb plants and a handful of annual
vegetables in a small raised bed garden every year since 2014.
Between June and November, I walk into my backyard and
harvest fresh herbs and vegetables from my garden to add
nourishment and local energy to nearly every meal I cook.
Incorporating parsley, rosemary, and green beans to my
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otherwise grocery store-bought meals is something I have
grown to cherish over the years because I have learned and
deeply incorporated the sustainability lesson that when I
cook with food I grow, my body is more nourished, I feel
better, and I am more effective at life.

Recreation Matters

All this focus on environmental law, environmental degradation, and how nonprofit organizations will never be the
answer to our sustainability problems is straight-up depressing. To counterbalance the doom, I have had to intentionally
engage in activities that bring me joy and escape, especially
for my mind. During my Pandemic Pause and for the first
time in my life, I learned the sustainability lesson that sometimes it is important and healthy to escape material reality
and give my mind a rest.
Besides playing Nintendo’s Tetris, Super Mario Brothers,
and Dr. Yoshi games on the shared Game Boy during family vacation road trips to Florida in the 1990s, I did not play
video games growing up. I have been conditioned by family
members and the bubble of society I grew up in to believe
that video games are a waste of time and playing them for
too long will rot my brain, but after quitting my job and
being confined to a small apartment during the COVID-19
quarantine periods, I bought myself a Nintendo Switch for
my thirty-fifth birthday and slowly waded into the world of
playing video games as an adult. My progress was slow-going
because I’m clumsy with the controls and still get dizzy if the
game’s camera moves around too much, which eliminates
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around 85 percent of the games out there. It also took me
months to find a game that I could lose myself in.
One day toward the end of the summer 2020, I discovered
Animal Crossing: New Horizons (ACNH) and given my lifelong love of nature and talking animals, became obsessed as
soon as I started playing. ACNH starts you off on a remote
island and then, in real time, you collect sticks, plant flowers, reform the landscape, catch insects, and exchange goods
with the residents and visiting animals in order to develop
your own personal paradise. I built and designed an island
I named “Taura,” which I still visit and add to today. Sometimes I play with family members, but more often I play alone.
I love ACNH because there is no time pressure, as island time
mirrors real time and the four seasons. If you play the game
at night, the moon and (hopefully!) shooting stars will come
out, there is a sunrise at 6 a.m. every morning, and snow falls
on Taura from December to February.
The timing of me discovering ACNH was perfect because
it helped me unplug from the never-ending coverage and
anxiety of the 2020 US presidential election campaigns
that lasted more than the entire year, followed by the actual
election in November. I know that elections are important
because they decide who is in charge of the local, state, and
federal governments that influence and dictate people’s lives,
health, and well-being, but I put boundaries around how
much attention I place on electoral politics because the cycles
are so exhausting, repetitive, and never ending.
The 2020 election was particularly intense because I desperately wanted to avoid another four years of chaos out of the
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Oval Office. In the months leading up to November 2020, I
felt the mainstream media playing up all my fears. Whenever
I felt anxious or experienced a wave of grief or anger over yet
another outburst, debate, or depressing poll result, I visited
Taura, collected and sold seashells, talked to Margie the Elephant, and allowed my mind and body to escape into a new,
more relaxing world.
Video games were not the only form of recreation I enjoyed
during my Pandemic Pause, but they were definitely my most
unexpected and new way to unwind during that time. In
addition to playing video games, I spent time outside every
day walking my dog, exploring the forest behind my parents’
house, and taking regular trips to the beaches of Lake Erie,
where I spent hours building sandcastles and staring out
across the water. These practices reinforced my long-time
sustainability lesson that being outside, especially among
trees and water, is one of my most reliable ways to unwind,
relax, and feel re-energized to move forward in the face of
difficult times.

Money Matters

Although I wanted to be in Pandemic Pause mode for years,
my time to rest and reset was limited by the realities of my
finances. When I left Nonprofit B, I had just enough savings
to take the New York bar exam and start up a new job a
month or two later, but I didn’t have the funds to sustain
me much longer than that. Because the new COVID-19 pandemic caused so much unemployment and workforce uncertainty, I did not feel ready to begin a new career journey in
that moment, so I cashed out all the retirement savings I had
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accumulated from past jobs to bankroll my Pandemic Pause.
I intentionally decided to stop worrying about working for
money to pay the bills and focus on living my life for the
first time in decades.
Money has never been a life-or-death issue to pay for my
basic needs like it has for so many others, but it has influenced my choices in nearly every way. I never got much
financial management instruction or advice from anyone
and am still trying to understand my relationship to money.
Looking at my environmental professional track record, I’ve
learned a harsh sustainability lesson that debt is unsustainable. Although I’ve tried to choose jobs that help the Earth,
in the face of student loan debt pressure, I’ve stuck with gigs
that pay me a decent salary rather than something more bold
or sustainable for less money.
As 2020 came to a close, my anxiety over finding my next
job ramped up in proportion to my decreasing checking
account balance. Although I made some valiant attempts
to start my own sustainability consulting business and even
started outlining a first draft of this book, I needed to start
adding money to my checking account as soon as possible.
It was time to end my Pandemic Pause, absorb the restful
energy I had gifted to myself, and move forward once again.
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C H A P T E R 10

Moving Forward
“Action on behalf of life transforms. Because the relationship
between self and the world is reciprocal, it is not a question of
first getting enlightened or saved and then acting. As we work
to heal the earth, the earth heals us.”
Robi n Wa l l K i m m e r e r , Br a i di ng Sw e et g r a s s :
I n dig e n ou s W i s d om , S c i e n t i f ic K now l e d g e ,
a n d t h e T e ac h i ng s of Pl a n t s (2 013)
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Although I have lost all hope in the current US environmental
law system being a sustainable framework to address societal
problems like industrial pollution, destructive land development, and the loss of wildlife, the legal system still exists
and will evolve over time. Given all that I have learned and
experienced about environmental law over the past fifteen
years, I am still looking for more sustainable and regenerative approaches to governing as we all face a difficult future.
While I was writing this book in November 2021, I found
some environmental law hope in my home state. New York
voters passed a new amendment to their state’s Constitution, called the Environmental Rights Amendment (ERA).
This small amendment to New York’s constitution has not
been around long enough to change law and policy, but I am
excited about the public trust doctrine-based legal framework within the foundational legal document of my home
state. As I move forward with my life and career in the environmental law and policy realm, I want to see the ERA grow
into a powerful force used to foster sustainability.

Getting to Know the New York Constitution’s
Environmental Rights Amendment

Law: New York Constitution, Environmental Rights Amendment (ERA), Article 1 § 19.

Date Established: November 2, 2021, when New York voters
passed the ERA ballot proposition.
Major Players: All New York citizens, the New York court
system, the New York Governor’s Office, New York state
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agencies, local governments within New York, and businesses that operate within New York.
Purpose: to protect public health and the environment
within New York State.
Major Features: the entire amendment is one sentence: “Each
person shall have a right to clean air and water, and a healthful environment.”
Notes:
• The ERA has the potential to be powerful and hold all
state agencies, local governments, and businesses legally
accountable for poisoning communities, not implementing the CLCPA, environmental justice violations, polluting the water, and more.
• New York joins Montana and Pennsylvania as the other
two states with ERAs in their constitution.
• This is a brand-new amendment and there is not a lot
to note yet, but given that the ERA is now a part of the
New York State Constitution, its impact will grow and
evolve over time.
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Although I experienced rest, healing, and growth during my
Pandemic Pause, it was never meant to last forever.
After about six months, I felt the urge to move forward, began
to figure out where my next paycheck would come from, and
found myself gravitating toward sustainability-related opportunities. Although I reactivated my Texas law license and
began to search for remote Texas legal work on freelance
lawyer websites, none of the projects fit because it had been
so long since I had actually practiced law and my legal expertise in environmental law is so specialized to begin with. I
re-engaged with former colleagues and a friend who works
at Indeed for career advice. I also formed an LLC with plans
to create my own sustainability company, which I plan to
develop in the future.
Even though I told myself many times that I never wanted to
return to professional environmental law and sustainability
work again, I ended up picking up a handful of independent
contractor hours as a natural resources and environmental
planner at a small firm out of Buffalo, where I still work today.
The interesting sustainability-related projects, ever-increasing environmental catastrophes, student loan bills, and people who told me that I still have an important role to play in
this realm got me back into the work. If I want more people
working to meaningfully address our myriad environmental
issues and create new, more sustainable systems, I must stick
with it myself.
While my imposter syndrome wants me to downplay the
knowledge and experience I have around sustainability and
environmental law, I know I am a deep expert given all that
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I have witnessed, tried, failed, and learned over the course
of my still-early career. The issues with our unsustainable
environmental law system remain and frustrate me on a daily
basis, but I see how me being back in an official position to
work on these issues creates new opportunities for me to
bend us all toward something healthier for the Earth and
ourselves.
I hate to say it, but I don’t have “the” answer. The silent seasons of my life that I have described in this book taught me
the harsh overall sustainability lesson that there is no one
answer or silver bullet to fostering sustainability. Until the
next society-quaking event like the COVID-19 pandemic
(which, given climate science alone, I believe will happen
in my lifetime), we as the human species are not going to
collectively pause, reassess, and move forward on a more
intentional, sustainable path. Leaving global issues aside,
America’s states, cultures, classes, organizations, and social
media algorithms are too fractured for large-scale collective action anytime soon, which is why it is critical to move
toward new approaches to sustainability rather than doubling down on the ineffective old ones.
The best I can offer is a shift in perspective so others can learn
from my lessons, develop their own practices, and move forward on a sustainable path that resonates with them. In this
final chapter, I offer some approaches to identifying false
sustainability solutions, a series of sustainability screening
questions, and a handful of “sustainability themes,” which
I have uncovered over the course of my lifetime and refined
while writing this book.
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Important! Secure Your Oxygen Mask Before
Assisting Others

Before moving forward in pursuit of sustainability, it is critical to pay attention and assess your personal sustainability
practices and issues that show up in your daily life. If you
are not operating from a grounded or healthy place while
screaming to anyone who will listen about a climate emergency, it is highly likely that you are being ineffective while
hurting yourself and others. The more self-interested you
are in what and how you eat, hold space for others, live, and
work, the more capacity you have to negotiate with power
dynamics and make the changes you want to see.
When enough people start taking action from a more
grounded place, we will be operating from a new level of
consciousness that will help us go further in figuring out
how to rebuild a more sustainable world together.

Identifying and Avoiding Unsustainable
Actions

Many people, organizations, and businesses focus on sustainability these days, but their approaches too often revolve
around substituting one fossil-fuel based product, action,
or law with a “carbon neutral,” electric one, which is what
climate justice activists call “false solutions.” Changing our
fuel sources without changing our behavior increases both
production and consumption, which is never going to be
sustainable on a planet that only has so much to give. Fossil
fuels and rare Earth materials are still needed to create these
“clean” energy substitutes and there is typically no plan for
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what to do when the new product no longer works and must
be replaced and disposed of.
If we are ever going to bring about effective sustainability
solutions, so much has to change, but that can’t happen until
we stop doing the actions that are unsustainable and harmful first, including peddling false solutions on the American
public. Here are my “Top Ten Unsustainable Actions that I
Want to Stop the Most”:
1. Replacing gas-powered machines with electric before
knowing how to make and dispose of the components,
especially batteries. Making all the parts of an electric
vehicle takes significant resources, including the rare
Earth metals nickel, cobalt, and lithium. No one knows
how to obtain enough of the necessary materials to make
enough electric vehicles to replace the fossil-fuel powered
ones we already drive. Waste disposal of electric vehicles
is another issue that has not been solved in a sustainable
way.
2. Changing our energy sources from fossil fuels to wind and
solar without first changing our consumption patterns,
weatherizing our buildings, and modernizing our electric
grid. Our energy grid is outdated and built to support
massive amounts of energy being generated at a single
power plant and sent out to people’s homes, but distributed renewable energy sources like shared solar panels on
a neighborhood block requires a complete reconfiguration of the energy grid (and the laws that support it) first.
3. Any activity that clears land, grades land, and/or creates
“impervious cover” over the ground. Looking at the Earth
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from space, it is clear that human beings have already
carved out a massive global footprint by cutting down
forests, pouring concrete sidewalks, sprawling development out into the suburbs, and much more. It is past the
time to stop expanding this footprint and instead build
within the available footprint.
4. Any activity that cuts down trees. I believe that trees are
the most human-like of the plant kingdom and our greatest sustainability ally on Earth, but we rarely respect them
and treat them as a commodity at our peril. Trees provide
shade, filter out air pollution, consume carbon dioxide,
produce oxygen, hold soil in place during heavy rains,
create homes for millions of other plants and animals,
and more.
5. Any activity that tries to control water by channelizing
it, filling it, damming it, or draining it. The Earth’s water
cycle is precious, necessary to support life, and does best
when it can flow freely. Whenever humans try to control or contain water, flooding, stagnation, pollution, and
other issues occur.
6. Building and other construction activities at the water’s
edge and within floodplains. As climate change impacts
continue to increase in their intensity and level of destruction, sea levels keep rising, storm surges are reaching farther up shore, and major precipitation events force rivers
to rage, flood, and erode giant swaths of land. We must
stop building our homes and societies up to the water’s
edge and within flood plains because water needs space
to flow, and that edge is naturally supposed to change.
7. Any activity that tries to control other species by caging
them, breeding them, killing them for sport, or destroying
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their habitat. Animals are an extension of the Earth,
which as my first childhood sustainability lesson taught
me, we are all connected to and a part of. When we
engage in activities that require power over and abuse of
animals, we are interfering with the Earth’s processes in
ways we cannot understand while also harming ourselves.
8. Counting greenhouse gas emissions. As I write this, corporations continue refining the processes to count greenhouse gas emissions, which get incorporated into climate
change plans, reports, and (hopefully) action. Unfortunately, this focus on numbers and counting is missing
the bigger picture that all the time, money, and brainpower we are spending to count emissions could be used
to reduce them instead.
9. Studying, reporting on, or talking about environmental
problems without follow-up actions that have effective,
sustainable impacts on the Earth or its people. Plenty of
reports, scientific studies, and even books describe environmental issues and the climate emergency we all face in
exquisite detail, but the authors and readers of those documents must use that information to change their own
lives, relationships, and places they live. This issue is particularly egregious in academic settings when professors
and students lose themselves in researching and writing
about environmental problems in other places and communities while avoiding the challenges of addressing the
unsustainable realities happening around them.
10. Creating finance-based incentives and programs to “solve”
environmental problems. Many people, governments, and
businesses continue infusing environmental law and policy approaches with finance-based tools and dollar-based
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measurements used in banking, real estate, and taxes to
incentivize sustainability actions. With a so-called “carbon tax,” the theory is, if a company has to pay a tax for
its greenhouse gas emissions, it will produce less of them.
Given how our quarterly-profit-based economic system
has produced so many of our current problems, using it
for sustainability will fail every time.

Sustainability Screening Questions

Sustainability solutions are out there, but they are not the
same for everyone in every place and require deep thinking
about what works best for each person’s situation, household,
neighborhood, city, state, or country. To determine whether
an activity or project aligns with sustainability principles,
here is a series of questions to ask throughout the process:
• What resources does it take to make the solution happen?
• How long will the solution work?
• How do you handle the solution’s waste while it is being
produced, operated, and disposed of?
• How does the solution burden the people that make,
transport, use, and dispose of it?
• How does the solution impact the people who live around
the places that the solution is made, transported, used,
and disposed of?

More Sustainability Themes

In addition to the sustainability themes of communication,
cooperation, and collaboration that I started with in the
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Introduction, I uncovered two more sustainability themes
that I want to leave here as I move forward into the rest of
my life and the Conclusion of this book:
Anti-Competition. I added “anti-competition” as a sustainability theme because it kept coming up while I wrote this
book, revisited the various stages of my life, and evaluated
what happened to me and what I learned from a sustainability perspective.
So much of the harm I witnessed and experienced has deep
connections to competition: our society’s obsession with
beating the opponent, “second place is first loser,” and “the
only way for me to win is you to lose” is destroying us and
the Earth. Furthermore, competition in business leads to
overconsumption and wasted natural resources. People in
the business world continue competing with one another to
develop the best product, work in the swankiest office, wear
the latest fashion trends to the board meeting, and above
all, make the most money. Each failed project and product
that does not sell turns to waste and is rarely reused in any
meaningful way.
Accountability. As much as I want us all to communicate and
work together on sustainability solutions, I must say that I
have witnessed many people making decisions and engaging in activities that truly harm other people and the Earth.
I believe this happens due to a combination of fear, greed,
being trapped in systems without choices, and/or trauma.
The only way to bring about real healing and change is to hold
people accountable for their actions, focus on supporting
victims, reach for genuine apologies and forgiveness, leave
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toxic situations, release repressed emotions, and move forward. Otherwise, the perpetrators will continue repeating
the same harms while the most vulnerable groups of human
beings (Black, Brown, Indigenous, LGBTQ, women, children,
and everyone living in poverty) suffer the most.
The constant pretending that things are going to be okay,
it’s not that big of a deal to fill a wetland, the lives of people
living in environmental justice communities don’t matter,
or that we will engineer our way out of the climate crisis is
avoiding accountability for the problems we cause the Earth
and ourselves each and every day.
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Conclusion
“The healing of this planet is not a matter of humanity stepping out, creating a separate human realm and leaving nature
untouched. It will not come through minimizing our impact;
it will come through changing the nature of our impact. It will
come through a different kind of participation in nature, one
where humanity returns to being an extension of, and not an
exception to, ecology.”
C h a r l e s E i s e n s t e i n, C l i m at e : A N ew St ory (2 018)
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Silent No More

As I’ve explored the past seasons of my life while writing
the chapters of this book, I’ve doubled down on my resolve
that our current approaches to sustainability have so many
problems and we must do our best to stop, reassess, and
move toward something healthier. Every time I go online, I
am bombarded with reports, white papers, websites, digital
maps, and community development plans that push tech,
legal, business, and finance-based sustainability solutions.
Based on my past experiences working in the environmental
law and policy realms, I am certain that none of them are
going to work.
It is deeply frustrating that while corporations and governments have the power and money to bankroll multi-billion-dollar military, infrastructure, and space exploration
projects, so much pressure is put on individual people to buy
“green” and “organic” products like electric cars and LED
light bulbs. In addition to being an offensive form of gaslighting, these types of swap-outs only increase how many things
need to be produced, while the Earth and her resources are
more abused and diminished than ever before. Furthermore,
these green-washed products create a culture of shame and
division because so many people in America and throughout the Western world are living in poverty, survive on low
incomes, are in large amounts of debt, and cannot afford to
pay more money for basic necessities like food and electricity,
let alone a new car.
It is a privilege to be able to speak up about my feelings and
insights about sustainability through writing this book. I am
well aware of just how serious of an environmental mess we
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are in and how much change and effort it is going to take to
build a different, more sustainable future. My experiences as
an environmental lawyer, environmental consultant, “sustainability” nonprofit staffer, and now planner have put me
in a unique position to learn valuable, relevant lessons that
I have wanted to share with others for many years.
Although I have been trained, programmed, and sometimes
required to avoid talking about uncomfortable topics, I am
breaking my silence where I can. Speaking up about what
is and is not working in sustainability spaces has to happen
in order for “saving” the Earth and us to actually happen.
Even though our current environmental prognosis is grim,
I am writing this book and trying my best to bring about
sustainability in my world because I see so much opportunity
for positive change. Millions of young people know what is
going on, feel angry, and want to do something different and
more sustainable now. The COVID-19 pandemic has forced
all people, businesses, and governments to slow down and
accommodate people’s health needs like never before. The
Great Resignation is sweeping America as millions of workers quit their jobs for reasons related to sustainability: better
work-life balance, tired of working long shifts without rest,
escaping a toxic work culture, and more.
I believe we can foster sustainability on all scales by focusing
on communication, cooperation, collaboration, anti-competition, and accountability in as many aspects of our lives
as possible. Because there is no one answer to sustainability,
my suggested approaches are not calculated prescriptions on
how to act or be. Rather, they provide a shift in perspective
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that allows us to ground and open up deeper conversations
and practices. This allows us to have a healthier relationship
with the Earth, which automatically fosters sustainability.

Sustainability Lessons

All the sustainability lessons that I have woven throughout
the chapters of this book come from what I witnessed, experienced, and learned throughout the seasons of my life that
include childhood, college, law school, a law firm, a government agency, a consulting company, a nonprofit organization,
and a time when I didn’t work at all. I believe it is important
for me to share these lessons now so more people can incorporate both personal and systemic sustainability actions into
their own lives, which will ripple out into a better world
for everyone.
Here is the list of the thirty-three sustainability lessons I have
learned throughout the many seasons of my life:
1. The solutions and practices that will bring about healthy
changes for people and the Earth focus on communication, cooperation, and collaboration with one another and
the Earth.
2. I am, just like all other human beings, connected to and
a part of the Earth.
3. Despite the haters, it is important to let go of ineffective
traditional practices that continue “because that is what
we have always done” and pivot to more sustainable, effective practices as they emerge.
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4. Working with the Earth fosters sustainability, while
working against her makes things more difficult and
unsustainable.
5. The hard sciences, regimented approaches, and competition-induced systems will never bring about sustainability, so we need to bring in the human elements and
cooperate with one another instead.
6. It’s okay and healthy to admit something isn’t working,
quit, and seek out a new path or approach that is more
sustainable.
7. When dealing with difficult situations in which people
disagree, it is important to start by listening to each person describe their point of view to understand the deep
and wide chasm between them.
8. The US environmental law system will never save the
Earth (or us) because it is unsustainable at its root.
9. Systemic racial inequities are baked into the fabric of US
society, cause deep harm, and must be acknowledged and
addressed to bring about true sustainability.
10. Competition-fueled systems produce unsustainable
outcomes.
11. The environmental issues we all continue to face need
way more people focused on solving them because those
tasked with it now cannot do it alone.
12.You can only understand so much from books and reports,
so to truly understand a place, person, or issue, you must
experience them in real life.
13. Even in corporate settings, it is important to coordinate
human activities with the Earth’s cycles and processes
as much as possible.
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14.When there is an environmental dispute, it is important
to distill information into digestible forms and then share
that information with all stakeholders so they are able to
make better decisions and negotiate with one another.
15. Lawyers who practice environmental law represent individual people, companies, and governments who can
afford to use environmental laws as tools for their own
purposes, which will never bring about sustainability.
16. Cooperating with others during difficult situations makes
the entire experience better and easier to work through.
17. Remote work is possible and has the potential to be more
sustainable than commuting to an office.
18. Sustainability is much bigger than what happens in the
United States; it is influenced by the global economic and
ecological systems, too.
19. Making assumptions causes harm, and there is value in
getting past those assumptions to face the truth.
20. Nonprofit organizations are an unsustainable arm of
the US government with little inherent power, designed
to halfway address those problems that the government
cares the least about.
21.A group of intellectual people talking about environmental issues and then following them up with conferences, reports, and more meetings will never bring about
sustainability.
22.The grant cycle causes tension within nonprofit organizations while decreasing their ability to fulfill their missions
and be effective.
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23. Despite what they say in public and on funding applications, nonprofit organizations do not have the power and
are not even close to bringing about sustainability at scale.
24. Competition, this time through grants, is unsustainable.
25. Even if my personal sustainability practices do not foster
sustainability at scale, they support individual strength
and have a collective ripple effect that can give us the
capacity to build a sustainable future together.
26. It is important to stop after upheaval and take a pause to
make better, more sustainable decisions moving forward.
27. It is important to give my body and mind the ability to
access the benefits of the full human sleep cycle so I am
less emotionally reactive, have the ability to face difficult societal and personal situations with grace, and stay
healthy.
28. Cooperative activities that involve building something
mutually beneficial for all involved is a great way to
strengthen relationships, especially in difficult times.
29.When I cook with food that I grow, my body is more
nourished, I feel better, and I am more effective at life.
30. Sometimes it is important and healthy to escape material
reality and give my mind a rest.
31. Being outside, especially among trees and water, is one of
my most reliable ways to unwind, relax, and feel re-energized to move forward in the face of difficult times.
32. Debt is unsustainable.
33.There is no one answer or silver bullet to fostering
sustainability.
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Writing This Book Is a Sustainability Practice

Taking the time to write this book has not been easy and I am
truly exhausted, but the process of reflecting on all my past
work and life experiences to choose which stories and words
to use while discussing sustainability has been incredibly
powerful. I decided to write this book on the premise that our
current environmental and sustainability approaches and
systems will never work, and my confidence in that judgment
has only grown over the course of my writing process. While
mentally exploring my past for each chapter solidified the
sustainability beliefs I started with, current events and day
job work projects that popped up while I was writing proved
my points over and over again.
Staying silent after difficult experiences does not release the
emotions associated them over time. Writing this book has
brought up so much anger and grief from my past that I never
reckoned with until I took this time to write about what
actually happened to me. Reflecting on what I learned from
these experiences with the intention of sharing sustainability
lessons with others has been deeply healing, and I feel like a
weight has lifted off my mind and heart. I am not sure what
the future brings, but I am optimistic that my path continues
to move me toward genuine sustainability and many others I
know and have yet to meet want to be on this path with me.

Call to Inaction

Now that this book is at its end, what do we do now? I don’t
have “the” answer and believe it varies from person to person, but I do know that whatever it is, it is not what we are
all doing today!
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Dear Reader,
This is a call to inaction: in order to foster sustainability in
our individual lives, neighborhoods, bioregions, and global
community, please stop whatever you are doing, unplug, rest,
meditate, go for a walk, listen to your body, and listen to the
Earth.
While in a relaxed and unplugged state, take the time to play
with my sustainability lessons in your mind. Which ones
resonate with you? Which ones don’t? How do we better communicate, cooperate, and collaborate with one another while
avoiding competition and holding one another accountable
for our actions?
After that, rest some more, rinse, and repeat. I know the
answers are out there, and we will find them.
Love,
Laura
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